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Abstract

The topics of this thesis are dimension-sensitive properties of cellular automata

and subshifts of finite type. Cellular automata are a well known model of paral-

lel computation capturing the notions of locality and homogeneity in space and

time, while subshifts of finite type can be used to study the geometric aspects of

computation. Both cellular automata and subshifts of finite type are examples of

symbolic dynamical systems. One-dimensional cellular automata and subshifts of

finite type have been studied extensively and their properties are well understood.

However, trying to generalize these properties to higher-dimensional cellular au-

tomata or subshifts of finite type is often impossible.

In particular, we are interested in recursion theoretic anddynamical system prop-

erties that are dimension sensitive. Approaching the subject through both points of

view, we find out that many theorems holding in one-dimensionare no longer true

in the multidimensional cases, or are only true under much sronger conditions.

For example, the decidability status of many problems turnsfrom decidable in the

one-dimensional case to undecidable when we go over to the multidimensional

cases. In addition, topological entropy cannot give as satisfactory a classification

for multidimensional symbolic systems as it gives for one-dimensional systems.

One of the aims of this thesis is to serve as a first reading for everyone that would

like to know about this fascinating new area of symbolic dynamics. For this rea-

son, we have included dimension sensitive properties originating from various

points of view, and in many cases we have tried to give an intuitive explanation of

what causes the difference between the one-dimensional andthe mutlidimensional

cases.

Keywords: Cellular automata, subshifts of finite type, multidimensional symbolic

dynamics, topological entropy, Nivat’s conjecture
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1 Introduction

The topic of this master thesis are dimension sensitive properties of cellular au-

tomata (CAs) and subshifts of finite type (SFTs) or, in other words, theorems that

are valid for in the one-dimensional case but not in two dimensions. Our object

is to give a modest presentation of the results on this topic obtained up to now

and a smooth introduction for those interested to know more about the motivat-

ing problems and the special techniques of this rapid-growing area of symbolic

dynamics.

CAs are a model of massive parallel computation. Equivalently, they can be

seen as dynamical systems acting on a particular zero-dimensional compact space.

CAs were introduced by von Neumann in 1966, see [vNB66]. A simple model of

two-dimensional (2-D ) SFTs called Wang tiles was introduced by Hao Wang in

1961, see [Wan61]. Wang was interested in the recursion theoretic aspect of this

model and did not consider their geometric and dynamical properties. Also, the

correspondence between Wang tiles and one-dimensional (1-D ) SFTs was not

immediately noticed, since the latter originated from a totally different point of

view, namely as topological models of Markov chains.

Although von Neumann originally defined2-D CAs, that is CAs that work on

configurations of the plane, for many years only the1-D case was studied, where

configurations are defined over the line. Quite a lot of research was done on the1-

D dimensional case and a lot of theorems regarding their properties were proved,

see [Kur03]. The question about whether these results also hold in the2-D case

was either not posed at all or considered trivial. It was not until 1993, see [She93],

that Shereshevsky proved that, in contrast to the1-D case,2-D CAs cannot be

positively expansive, hence establishing that the dynamical properties of2-D CAs

and1-D CAs can be strikingly different. Then, in 1994, Kari provedthat it is

undecidable whether a2-D CA is injective, see [Kar94], so that the computational

properties of2-D and1-D CAs can also differ a lot. After that, many people have

tried to explore what is the exact nature of these differences and at present our

knowledge about dimension sensitive properties of CAs is much broader.

The history of dimension sensitive properties of SFTs has been slightly differ-

ent. Namely, as soon as it was realized that Wang tiles can be seen as2-D SFTs,

we already had two very important dimension sensitive properties at hand: the

existence of an aperiodic2-D SFT and the undecidability of the non-emptiness
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problem for2-D SFTs, see [Rob71, Ber72]. In 1994, Burton and Steif proved

something equally surprising: there exist irreducible2-D SFTs with multiple mea-

sures of maximal entropy, see [BS94]. The fact that an irreducible 1-D SFT has a

unique measure of maximal entropy is known since 1964, see [Par64]. Following,

that there has been a constant flow of results regarding the topological entropy

of 2-D SFTs and its connections with the factoring relation between2-D SFTs.

We will state and prove some of these in this thesis. Finally,in 2009, Hochman

presented an impressive construction saying that2-D SFTs can be ”almost ev-

erything” which changed totally the kind of questions we would like to pose for

multi-dimensional SFTs, see [Hoc09].

The layout of the thesis is the following:

In Chapter 1, we define Wang tiles in the classical sense and give Robinson’s

construction of an aperiodic tile set and sketch the proof orthe undecidability

of the Domino problem Our exposition essentially follows the seminal paper of

Robinson [Rob71].

In Chapter 2, we introduce CAs in the usual way and state that they can be

seen as the shift-invariant transformations of the configuration space. Then, we

prove the undecidability of the following problems for2-D CAs: reversibility,

surjectivity, number-decreasingness and openness. The proofs of the first three

are based on the papers [Kar94, Dur93, BDFK05], while the undecidability of

openness is a new result. Then, we turn our attention to topological entropy and

give a result of Lakshtanov and Langvagen [LL04] stating that every 2-D CA

that has a spaceship has infinite topological entropy. Then,we describe briefly

Meyerovitch’s construction from [Mey08] of a2-D Ca with non-zero, finite topo-

logical entropy. Several other properties of the topological entropy of2-D CA are

mentioned without a proof. In regards to dimension sensitive dynamical proper-

ties, we prove Shereshevsky’s classical result of the non-existence of positively

expansive CAs found in [She93], and also give an example due toKari of a 2-D

non-sensitive CA without any points of equicontinuity. A similar example was

independently given By Sablik and Theyssier in [ST08].

In Chapter 3, we define SFTs in the mathematically rigorous way, as subsys-

tems of the full shift dynamical system, and prove a few results about2-D SFTs

and the factors of2-D SFTs, called2-D sofic shifts. These results, due to De-

sai [Des05, Des09] state that every2-D SFT of positive entropy has a family of

SFT subsystems with entropy dense in[0, h(X)], and that the same is true if we
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substitute every occurrence of the term ”SFT” with ”sofic shift”. Then, we define

a strong mixing condition for2-D SFTs and prove that2-D SFTs satisfying this

mixing condition factor onto lower entropy full shifts and that their automorphism

group is contains a copy of every finite group. This last result was first proved by

Ward in [War91], although our proof employs techniques developed by Desai.

Finally, in Chapter 4 we give a short exposition of open problems in the topic

of multidimensional CAs and SFTs. We also give part of the proof of the best

result we currently have for Nivat’s conjecture. Namely, Quas and Zamboni in

[QZ04] have proved that if the complexity function of a2-D configurationξ sat-

isfiespξ(n1, n2) ≤
1
16
n1n2, for somen1, n2 ≥ 2, thenξ is periodic.
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2 Wang tiles and the Tiling problem

Wang tilesare unit squares with colored edges. We will usually represent colours

as letters. A finite setS of tiles is called atile set. A configurationwith tiles

from the tile setS is a functionf : Z2 → S. Intuitively, a configuration is a way

to fill the plane with unit squares fromS, where abutting squares are put side-

to-side. Notice that we are not allowed to rotate the tiles. Aconfigurationf is

valid at point(x, y) ∈ Z2 if the edges of the tilef(x, y) have the same color as

the abutting edges of its neighboring tiles, i.e. if the upper edge off(x, y) has the

same color as the lower edge off(x, y+1), the right edge off(x, y) has the same

color as the left edge off(x+ 1, y) etc.

5 5

5

0

1
1

0

2

0 33
1

1 1

11
0

4 2

2
5 5

5

0

1
0

0

2

0 33
1

1 1

11
0

4 2

2

Figure 1: A point where the tiling conditions are satified anda point where they

are not.

A configurationf is called a(valid) tiling if it is valid at all points(x, y) ∈ Z2.

We also use the expression thatS admitsthe tiling f . A configurationf is (one-

way) periodicwith period (a, b) ∈ Z2 if f(x, y) = f(x + a, y + b), for every

(x, y) ∈ Z2. A configuration is calledtwo-way periodicif it has two linearly

independent periods. If a valid tiling has no periods, it is called anon-periodic

tiling. A tile set is calledaperiodic if it admits a tiling, but all the tilings that it

admits are non-periodic.

Wang tiles were introduced by logician Wang in 1961 [Wan61].He discovered

them while investigating the decidability of the satisfiability problem of a certain

class of first-order formulas. His investigations led him tothe following decision

problem, which is known as theTiling problem:

Does a given tile setS admit a valid tiling?

He proved that this problem would be decidable if there existed no aperiodic

tile sets, and went on to conjecture that this is indeed the case. Berger showed that
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this is not true: he explicitly constructed an aperiodic tile set and then used it to

prove the undecidability of the Tiling problem.

Most of the material of this chapter is based on Jarkko Kari’slecture notes for

the class ”Tilings and patterns” taught during the winter semester of 2008 in the

University of Turku.

2.1 Compactness principle

In this section, we will give a fundamental result about tilesets. In the form that

will be of most use for us in this chapter, it states that if a tile set can tile validly

arbitrarily large squares, then it can also tile validly thewhole plane. This is

extremely useful, since we can apply it to show that a tile setadmits a valid tiling,

without having to describe explicitly how this tiling actually looks like. We first

prove a more general result which states that a certain topological space that will

be introduced in the next chapter is compact.

LetS be a tile set and consider an infinite sequencec1, c2, . . . of configurations.

We say that the sequenceconvergesto c ∈ SZ
2

and thatc is its limit, if for every

(x, y) ∈ Z2 there exists somek ≥ 0 such thatci(x, y) = c(x, y) for everyi ≥ k.

In other words, if we choose an arbitrary position of the plane and check the

sequence of the tiles appearing in this position, then from some moment on we

will always see the same tile. It is obvious that if a sequnce has a limit, then this

limit is unique. We will denote it bylim
i→∞

ci.

A subsequenceof a sequencec1, c2, . . . is another sequenceci1 , ci2 , . . . where

i1 < i2 < . . . is an increasing sequence of numbers. Clearly, if a sequence of

configurations converges toc ∈ SZ
2
, then all of its subsequences also converge to

the same configuration.

We are now ready to state and prove thecompactness principle:

Proposition 1. Every sequence of configurations has a converging subsequence.

Proof. Let c1, c2, . . . be an arbitrary sequence of configurations and consider an

enumeration~r1, ~r2, . . . of Z2. We will show that there exists a subsequence

ci1 , ci2 , . . . such that for everyn ≥ 1, if j ≥ n thencij(~rn) = cin(~rn), i.e. the

tiles in then’th position of the plane are fixed from then’th moment on. Let us

define the indicesi1, i2, . . . inductively as follows:
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• i1 is the smallest index such that infinitely many elements of the sequence

c1, c2, . . . agree withci1 in position ~r1. Since there exist only a finite

number of tiles which can appear in position~r1, at least one of them

is repeated an infinite number of times, hencei1 is well-defined. Let

I1 = {j : j ≥ 1 andcj(~r1) = ci1(~r1)} be the set of all indices such that the

corresponding element of the sequence agrees withci1 in position ~r1. It is

clear by the definition ofci1 thatI1 is an infinite set.

• Let us suppose thati1, i2, . . . , ik−1 have already been defined and that the

corresponding setsI1, I2, . . . , Ik−1 are all infinite and such thatI1 ⊇ I2 ⊇

. . . ⊇ Ik−1. We chooseik to be the smallest integer inIk−1 that satisfies the

following conditions:

1. ik > ik−1

2. There exist infinitely many indicesj ∈ Ik−1 which agree withcik in

position~rk.

Since the setIk−1 is infinite, there exists some number which satisfies both

conditions. Also, we defineIk to be the setIk = {j ∈ Ik−1 : cj(~rk) = cik(~rk)}.

According to the definiton ofik, Ik is an infinite set and obviouslyIk ⊆ Ik−1. So,

the induction can go on.

Now, it is easy to prove that the sequenceci1 , ci2 , . . . is converging: Let~rn be

any position in the plane and letj ≥ n. Then,ij ∈ Ij ⊆ In, which means that

cin(~rn) = cij(~rn), which is exactly what we wanted to prove.

Actually, the argument used in the proof of Proposition 1 is nothing but a

application of Knig’s principle.

Corollary 1. LetS be a tile set. If for every finiteF ⊂ Z2 there exists a configu-

ration that is valid at every(x, y) ∈ F , thenS admits a valid tiling.

Proof. Let ~r1, ~r2, . . . be an enumeration ofZ2 and letFn = {~r1, ~r2, . . . , ~rn}, for

eachn ≥ 1. According to the hypothesis, for eachn ≥ 1 there exists a configura-

tion cn that is valid at all positions ofFn. By the compactness principle, we know

that the sequencec1, c2, . . . has a converging subsequenceci1 , ci2 , . . .. Let c ∈ SZ
2

be its limit. Then,c is a valid tiling.

Indeed, let~rk be any position of the plane. Since the sequenceF1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ . . .

is increasing and every element ofZ2 belongs to some set of the sequence, there
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existsn1 ≥ 1 such that for everyn ≥ n1, Fn contains~rk and all of its neighbors.

By convergence of the sequenceci1 , ci2 , . . ., there exists somen2 ≥ 1 such that for

everyn ≥ n2, c andcin agree on~rk and all of its neighbors. If we consider some

n ≥ max{n1, n2}, we can see thatc agrees withcin on ~rk and all of its neighbors,

and also thatcin tiles correctly at~rk. Therefore,c tiles correctly at~rk, and since

~rk was an arbitrary position of the plane,c is a valid tiling.

Remark 1. From the above corollary, we can conclude that if a tile setS can tile

validly arbitrarily large squares, then it can tile validlythe whole plane.

For more properties of tilings, see [BDJ08, CD04, Dur99].

2.2 An aperiodic tile set

In this section, we are going to describe an aperiodic tile set that we use later

to prove that the Tiling problem is undecidable. Before doingthat, we need one

more fundamental result about Wang tile sets.

Proposition 2. If a tile setS admits a one-way periodic tiling, then it also admits

a two-way periodic tiling.

Proof. Let f ∈ SZ
2

be a one-way periodic tiling and(a, b) 6= (0, 0) be a period of

f . Without loss of generality, we can suppose thatb ≥ 0. Consider a horizontal

stripe of heightb extracted fromf , i.e. the tilesf(x, y) wherex ∈ Z and1 ≤

y ≤ b. The sequence of colors on the bottom edge of this stripe is the same as the

sequence of colors on its top edge with a horizontal offseta.

. . . . . .

?

b

|a|

�
-�

x

x

Figure 2: A horizontal stripe of heightb extracted fromf .

Let us define for everyj ∈ Z the rectangle of width|a| extracted from this

stripe at position(j, 1) asRj = {f(x, y) : j ≤ x ≤ j + |a|; 1 ≤ y ≤ b}. Since

the tile setS is finite, there is only a finite number of such rectangles. Therefore,
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some rectangleR is repeated infinitely many times, i.e.Rj1 = Rj2 = R, for some

j1, j2 ∈ Z. We can also assume thatRj1 ∩ Rj2 = ∅. A periodic stripe of heightb

can now be constructed by repeating periodically the pattern between positionsj1
andj2. We know that the sequence of colors on the bottom edge of thisstripe is

again identical on its top edge with a horizontal offseta.

. . . . . .

Figure 3: A periodic stripe of heightb.

A two-way periodic tiling can now be obtained by stacking copies of this stripe

on top of each other with the horizontal offseta. This tiling has periods(a, b) and

(j2 − j1, 0), which are obviously linearly independent.

...

...

Figure 4: A two-way periodic tiling.

Remember that when we defined aperiodic tile sets, we did not specify

whether they should accept no one-way or two-way periodic tiling. The next

corollary shows that this makes no real difference.
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Corollary 2. A tiling set admits a two-way periodic tiling if and only if it admits

a tiling with a horizontal period.

Proof. Obviously, if a tile setS admits a two-way periodic tilingf , then this same

tiling also has a horizontal period. Indeed, let(a, b) and (c, d) be two linearly

independent periods off . Thend(a, b) − b(c, d) = (ad − bc, 0) is a horizontal

period forf .

On the other hand, suppose thatS admits the one-way periodic tilingf . Ac-

cording to Proposition 2,S also admits a two-way periodic tilingg. Now, thisg

has a horizontal period.

We are now ready to give the fundamental construction ofRobinson’s ape-

riodic tile set[Rob71]. In doing so, we will use arrows to describe the tiling

conditions instead of colors. The rule is that arrow heads must meet arrow tails

and every arrow tail must be met by some arrow head.

Robinson’s tile set consists of tiles

6
�

?

-
6

-

which are called crosses, and tiles

?

? ? ????

??

-
-

-

-

- -

--� �
�

�
�

���

?

called arms. All tiles can be rotated, so every tile comes in four different orienta-

tions. Hence, the total number of such tiles is 28. The following terminology will

be used extensively:

• Every tile hascentral arrowsat the centers of all four sides, and possibly

someside arrows.
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• A cross is said tofacethe direction of its side arrows. For example, the cross

that is drawn in the figure above is facing north-east, or, in other words, it is

a NE-cross.

• The central arrow that runs through an arm is called theprincipal arrow of

the arm, and the direction of the principal arrow is called the orientation

of the arm. For example, all arrows in the figure above are drawn in the

north-to-south orientation.

An important thing to notice about arms is that if there are side arrows perpen-

dicular to the principal arrow, then they are on the side of the head of the arrow.

We would like to enforce a cross in the intersection of every other row and

column. In order to achieve that, we use a construction knownas superposition

or forming ”sandwich tiles”, which consists in taking the cartesian product of the

tiles we have defined up to now with some other tile set. Intuitively, this means

that we are superimposing a new layer over every configuration, and the tiles in the

second layer come from the new tile set. Then, in a valid tiling with the extended

tile set, we demand that in both layers the tiling be valid. More specifically, we

take the cartesian product with theparity tiles

6 -�

�
?

-

-

66

? ?

�

6

?
- �

?

6

?

�

�

-

-

6

Figure 5: The parity tiles.

and allow the first parity tile to be ”sandwiched” only with crosses. Since the only

way to tile the plane with the parity tiles is by alternating the tiles on even and odd

rows and columns, the first parity tile will appear in every other row and column.

Therefore, we have guaranteed the existence of a cross in every other row and

column. By convention, we can assume that every odd-odd position of the plane

contains a cross.
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Note that since a cross doesn’t have any incoming arrows, between two crosses

there can only be an arm and there are two possible choices forthe orientation of

this arm, as it cannot point towards any of the crosses. Therefore, in valid tilings,

the second parity tile is only paired with north-to-south orsouth-to-north arms and

the third parity tile can only be paired with east-to-west orwest-to-east arms. The

fourth parity tile can be paired both with crosses and every type of arms. Hence,

in our final tile set, we include only these tiles for a total of4+12+12+28=56

different tiles. This is Robinson’s tile set.

Before proving that it is aperiodic, we need a specific kind of pattern called

a (2n − 1)-square which plays a special role in the study of Robinson’s and

Robinson’s-like tile sets.

(2n − 1)-squares are defined inductively as follows:

• A 1-square is a cross in an odd-odd position.

• A (2n+1 − 1)-square consists of a cross in an even-even position, sequences

of arms radiating out of the center, and four(2n − 1)-squares facing each

other in the four quadrants. A(2n−1)-square is said to have the orientation

of its cross.

?

6

6

6

6

��

�� -

- -

-

? ?

?
-

?

6

� -
?

� 6

(2n − 1)-square

(2n − 1)-square (2n − 1)-square

(2n − 1)-square

?

-

?

�

�

66

-

Figure 6: Inductive definition of a(2n+1 − 1)-square.

Note that for everyn ≥ 1 there exists four different(2n − 1)-squares, as the

orientation of the central square uniquely determines the rest of the tiles.
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Figure 7: The7-square facing south-east where side arrows are not drawn.

Inductively, one can prove the following facts about(2n − 1)-squares:

1. The tiling is valid inside the square.

2. All edges on the border of the square have arrow heads pointing out, so all

neighbors of(2n − 1)-squares are forced to be arms.

3. The only side arrows on the edges of the border are in the middle of the

borders in the directions where the center cross of the square is facing.

4. The tiles at the four corners of the square are crosses in odd-odd positions.

Since Robinson’s tile set can tile validly arbitrarily largesquares, it can also

tile the whole plane. Let us consider an arbitrary valid tiling of the plane by

Robinson’s tiles. Using induction onn we will prove that every cross in an odd-

odd position belongs to a unique(2n − 1)-square, for everyn ≥ 1.

• The casen = 1 is trivial, since by definition1-squares are exactly the

crosses in odd-odd positions.

• Suppose that the claim is true forn − 1, and let us consider an arbitrary

crossC in an odd-odd position. By the inductive hypothesis, it belongs to a

unique(2n−1 − 1)-square. There are four possibilities for the orientation of
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Figure 8: The inductive step of our argument.

this square, but all the cases are symmetric. Let us assume that the square

is facing north and east.

We claim that the tileX in the Figure 1.7 must be a cross. Indeed, suppose on

the contrary that it is an arm. Since arms have incoming arrows in all but one of

their sides, one of the neighbors ofX in regiona or b is an arm directed towards

X. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that this neighbor is in thea region.

Repeating this argument, one concludes that all tiles in region a are arms. Let us

now examine what happens in the center of the regiona. The tile in this position

must be an arm with its side arrows on the tail’s part. As we have previously

noted, this is impossible since arrows perpendicular to theprincipal arrow can

only appear towards the head of the principal arrow. Hence, our assumption that

there is an arm inX is wrong, andX must be a cross.

Now, let us consider the tileY . It is in an odd-odd position, so it must be a

cross. According to the induction hypothesis, it belongs toa unique(2n − 1)-

squaresY . This square cannot overlap with the squares, since then the tiles in the

overlap region would belong to two different(2n − 1)-squares, which contradicts

the induction hypothesis. Also, the tiles in the regiona cannot belong insY , since

they would be part of the bottom line ofsY . However, the tiles in the bottom line

of every(2n−1)-square belong to odd lines, while regiona is part of an even line.

Finally the tile north ofX cannot be insY , sinceX is a cross, and we know that
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all edge neighbors of(2n − 1)-squares are arrows. Therefore,Y has to be in the

south-east corner ofsY , as in the picture above. Similarly,U andZ are forced to

be in the south-west and north-west corner of the squaressU andsZ , respectively.

The tiles between these four squares are forced to be sequences of arms radiating

from X, and the side arrows in the middle of regionsa and b force the center

crosses ofsY andsZ to face the squaress andsU . Hence, the squaress, sY , sU , sZ

and the tiles between them form a(2n − 1)-square that contains tileC.

The uniquness of this(2n − 1)-square is obvious, since in the reasoning above

the orientation of the(2n−1 − 1)-square containgC uniquely determines the loca-

tion and the orientation of the(2n − 1)-square.

We are now in position to prove that:

Theorem 1. Robinson’s tile set is aperiodic.

Proof. We have already noted that Robinson’s tile set admits a valid tiling of the

whole plane. Let us assume that it admits a periodic tiling. According to Corollary

2, it also admits some tilingf with a horizontal period. As every tiling contains

(2n − 1)-squares for everyn ≥ 1, there exist crosses in even-even positions,

namely the centers of the(2n − 1)-squares, followed horizontally by arbitrarily

large sequences of arms. Hence,f cannot have a horizontal period, which is a

contradiction.

2.3 Undecidability of the Tiling problem

In this section, we are going to prove that the Tiling problemis undecidable. In

order to do this we will show how an arbitrary Turing machine can be simulated

by tiles, thus reducing the Tiling problem to the Halting problem of Turing ma-

chines. However, this construction, introduced by Wang in [Wan61], faces some

fundamental problems. In order to fix them we will use Robinson’s tile set. Let

us first agree on some terminology about Turing machines.

It has long been a mathematical folklore, explicitly expressed in the Church-

Turing thesis, that Turing machines are a formal definition for the intuitive idea

of an algorithm and that they can perform every operation that modern, super-

powerful computers can. The Turing machines that we will usehere work on

a two-way infinite tapeand thetape alphabethas a distinguishedblank symbol

b. The fundamental undecidable problem we are going to consider is whether a
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Turing machine halts when it is started on the all-blank tape. A good introduction

to Turing machines and undecidability results is containedin [HMU06]

Formally, we define aTuring machine(TM) as a sixtuple

M = (S,Γ, so, sh, δ, b)

whereS andΓ are finite sets called thestate setand thetape alphabetrespec-

tively, s0 andsh are distinguished states called the initial and the haltingstate,

respectively,b ∈ Γ is the blank symbol andδ : S × Γ → S × Γ × {L,R} is the

transition function

At every time step, the processor of the TM is in a specific state and position

of the input tape, reading the letter in that position. Depending on its state and the

letter currently scanned, it takes the following actions; it changes its state, replaces

the letter in the current position of the input tape by a new one, and, finally, moves

to the left or right.

Formally, we define aconfigurationof the TM as an element ofS × ΓZ × Z.

Configuration(q, f, i) means that the TM is in stateq, the content of the tape is the

bi-infinite sequencef : Z → Γ and the processor is in positioni. We say that the

configuration(q, f, i) is transformed in one stepto configuration(p, g, j), where

δ(q, f(i)) = (p, y, d)

g(k) =







y if k = i,

f(k) otherwise.






j = i+ 1 if d = R

j = i− 1 if d = L

We denote this move by(q, f, i) ⊢ (p, g, j). Let
∗

⊢ be the reflexive and transi-

tive closure of⊢. We say that the TMhalts if (s0,b, 0)
∗

⊢ (sh, f, i), whereb has

the blankb in every position of the input tape, andf andi are arbitrary. TheHalt-

ing problem consists in deciding if an arbitrary TM halts. By Turing’s classical

result, we know that:

Proposition 3. The halting problem is undecidable, i.e. there is no algorithm to

solve it.
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Remark 2. The careful reader might have noticed that we have not defined what

an algorithm is, so Proposition 3 is not well-defined mathematically. However,

one can think of algorithms as programs written in any strong enough propgram-

ming language, for examplePYTHON. Then, Proposition 3 states that there is

no program written inPYTHON which takes as an input the description of an

arbitrary TM and returns ”yes” if the TM halts and ”no” if it doesn’t.

Next, we are going to describe how Wang tiles can simulate TMs. Although

this might seem a little absurd, since TMs are dynamic objects and Wang tiles are

static ones, we will see that it is possible by using the vertical direction to represent

time. The colors of the tiles we are going to use are arrows, state symbols of the

TM, tape symbols of the TM and combinations of these. In neighboring tiles,

arrow heads must meet arrow tails and labels must be the same.

Let M = (S,Γ, s0, sh, δ, b) be a TM. The corresponding Wang tile set that

simulatesM contains:

1. Threestarting tilesto represent the blank tape.

�

6

� --

6 6
b s0, b b

The tile in the middle is called theseed tile.

2. For every tape letterx ∈ Γ thealphabet tile

6

x

x

3. For every non-halting stateq ∈ S\h and tape symbolx ∈ Γ oneaction tile

6 6

� -

q, x q, x

rr

y y
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where the tile in the left is included in the tile set ifδ(q, x) = (r, y, L) and

the tile in the right is included ifδ(q, x) = (r, y, R).

4. For every non-halting stateq ∈ S\h and tape symbolx ∈ Γ the twomerging

tiles

6 6

- �

x x

q q

q, x q, x

5. Theblank tile

Lemma 1. Let M = (S,Γ, s0, sh, δ, b) be a TM and letPM be the above con-

structed tile set. Then,M does not halt if and only ifPM admits a valid tiling of

the plane that contains at least one occurrence of the seed tile.

Proof. Suppose thatM does not halt. Then, it is possible to make a valid tiling

that contains exactly one occurrence of the seed tile. Indeed, let us place the seed

tile at position(0, 0). Those tiles that lie on the same horizontal line as the seed

tile are forced to be starting tiles. The labels of the top edges of the tiles in this

line can be viewed as a representation of the initial configuration ofM . The tile

above the seed tile is forced to be an action tile. Also, a merging tile is also placed

in the right place so that the labels of the top edges of the tiles in the second line

represent the configuration ofM after one step, as in figure 1.9.

Inductively, the labels of the top edges of the tiles on the(n + 1)’th line rep-

resent the configuration ofM after n steps. Since the TM does not halt, this

procedure can be continued indefinitely to fill up the upper half of the plane. In

the lower half, we can just place the blank tile. This is a valid tiling that contains

the seed tile.
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For the other direction, assume thatM halts. Since there does not exist a

merging tile for the halting state, the above procedure willbe impossible to con-

tinue when the halting state is reached, so there does not exist a valid tiling which

contains an occurrence of the seed tile.

Therefore, given an arbitrary TMM we can algorithmically construct a tile

setPM such thatM does not halt if and only ifPM admits a tiling satisfying

a certain innocent-looking condition (at least one appearance of the seed tile).

This, however, does not imply the undecidability of the Tiling problem, sincePM

always admits some tilings, for example the all-blank tiling, or a tiling where in

every column there is a fixed alphabet tile. One might think (or hope) that if we

do some minor adjustments to the tile set, we can guarantee the existence of the

seed tile in every valid tiling ofPM . Unfortunately, by a simple application of the

compactness principle, this is not possible ifPM can tile arbitrarily large squares

without using the seed tile and, therefore, the seed tile hasto be enforced in every

n × n-square, for somen ≥ 1. This seems to contradict the fact that we want to

represent arbitrarily large computations ofM .

Berger’s classical construction gives a way to bypass this problem. The idea is

to partition the plane into disjoint rectangles with unbounded size. In every such

rectangle we can represent a finite but arbitrarily large part of the computation of

M . Then, ifM halts, some big enough rectangle will contain the whole computa-

tion ofM , hence the tiling will not be able to be extended in this rectangle. If, on

the other hand,M does not halt, we can fill arbitrarily large squares with initial

parts of the computation ofM , hence there will be a valid tiling.

The real challenge is to implement this partition of the plane into disjoint and

unboundedly large squares with tiles, hence finite conditions. Berger did this with

. . . . . .

...

666 6 6 6

���� - - --6 6 6 6 6 66

��6

6 6 6 66 66 ��

Figure 9: The simulation ofM by the tile setPM .
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a tile set of some thousands of tiles. Later, Robinson gave a simpler proof us-

ing Robinson’s tile set which is significantly smaller. Details can be found in the

seminal papers [Ber72, Rob71]. Another intuitively more transparent and easier-

to-use way to do this is to use substitution systems defining almost-odometers and

a theorem of Mozes which states that every two-dimensional (2-D from now on)

substitution system can be implemented with a tile set [Moz89, Hoc09]. How-

ever, mathematically this is equivalent to Robinson’s construction since Mozes’s

theorem is proved by a more lengthy and ellaborate application of Robinson’s

arguments.

In this thesis, we will not show any of the two ways because both of them are

very lengthy, but instead we have given references that direct the interested reader

to the original articles.

Theorem 2. The Tiling problem is undecidable.

2.4 1-D case

The two main theorems stated in the previous sections were the existence of

an aperiodic tile set and the undecidability of the Tiling problem. Since this

thesis is about dimension-sensitive properties and differences between the one-

dimensional and the multidimensional case, it is just a small logical step to assume

that for1-D t̊ile sets” things are different. In this section, we will briefly explain

why this is the case. No proofs will be given, but rather an informal description

and references to other documents.

Let S be a finite set called thealphabet. A configurationwith letters from

the alphabetS is a functionf : Z → S. We say that a configurationc ∈ SZ is

periodic, if there exists somen ≥ 1 such thatc(i + n) = c(i), for everyi ∈ Z.

Instead of colors like in the2-D case, we have a subsetX ⊆ S × S, that specifies

which adjacencies are forbidden in the configurations. Obviously, we can also

define Wang tile sets with such a set of forbidden adjacencies, although we must

deal separately with the horizontal and the vertical directions. The (1-D subshift)

SX defined byX is the set of all configurations such that no forbidden adjacencies

appear in it,

SX = {c ∈ SZ : c(i)c(i+ 1) /∈ X, for everyi ∈ Z}

A similar definition can be given for the2-D case. These objects are examples
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of so-calledsubshifts of finite type(or SFTs) and they will be the main topic of

Chapter 3. Then, the results of the previous chapters can be understood to say

that there exists a2-D non-empty SFT with no periodic configurations and that

the emptiness problem for2-D SFTs is undecidable. On the other hand,

Theorem 3. Every non-empty1-D SFT contains a periodic point. It is decidable

whether a1-D SFT is non-empty.

Proof. See [LM95]. The basic idea is that the elements of1-D SFTs can be rep-

resented as infinite paths on finite directed graphs, and thata finite graph has an

infinite path if and only if it has a cycle. Furthermore, a cycle corresponds to a

periodic point and it is certainly decidable if a finite directed graph has a cycle.

Both of the claims are now obvious.

The book [LM95] has an excellent exposition of1-D SFTs.
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3 Cellular automata

3.1 Preliminaries

Cellular automata(CA from now on) are defined formally as quadruplesA =

(d, S,N, f), where

• d ≥ 1 is thedimensionof A,

• S is a finite set called thestate set,

• N = ( ~n1, ~n2, . . . , ~nm), where~ni ∈ Zd and ~ni 6= ~nj for i 6= j is theneigh-

borhood vector, and

• f : Sm → S is thelocal function.

Here,d defines the dimension of the configurations on whichA will work.

For example, ifd = 1 then the space on whichA acts isSZ. The elements of the

neighborhood vector specify the (ordered) relative locations of the neighbors of a

cell: the neighbors of cell~n are the cells~n+N = {~n+ ~n1, ~n+ ~n2, . . . , ~n+ ~nm}.

The smallest natural numberr such thatN ⊆ [−r, r]d is called theradius of

A. Intuitively, the radius of a CA is how far away a cell has to look in order to

determine its state in the next time step.

In every time step, the local rulef is used to change a configurationc to

another onec′ in the following way:

c′(~n) = f(c(~n+N)) = f(c(~n+ ~n1), c(~n+ ~n2), . . . , c(~n+ ~nm))

The transformationc 7→ c′ defines a global function

F : SZ
d

→ SZ
d

,

the transition functionof the CA. This is our main object of study. In fact, when

we talk about a CA, we will often refer only to its transition function.

For example, the1-D left-shift σ is a 1-D CA with neighborhoodN = {1}

and local rule the identity functionid : S → S. The transition function is thus

defined asσ(c)(n) = c(n + 1). Similarly, in 2-D , we define the shift-mapσ~u for

every~u ∈ Z2 as the CA with neighborhoodN = {~u} and local rule the identity

function. The transition function satisfiesσ~u(c)(~n) = c(~n+ ~u). In the same way,

we can define the shifts for every dimensiond ≥ 1.
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Two widely used2-D neighborhoods are the so-calledMoore neighborhood

M = {(x, y) : |x| ≤ 1 and|y| ≤ 1} and thevon Neumannneighborhood

vN = {(x, y) : |x| + |y| ≤ 1}. Look at the following figure for a geometrical

representation:

(x, y) (x, y)

Figure 10: The Moore neighborhood of cell(x, y) on the left and the von-

Neumann neighborhood on the right.

LetG : SZ
d

→ SZ
d

be a CA with local functiong and suppose that there exists

some stateq ∈ S such thatg(q, q, . . . , q) = q. Stateq is called aquiscent stateof

G. A configurationc ∈ SZ
d

is calledfinite if the setsupp(c) = {~n : c(~n) 6= q} is

finite. LetSF denote the set of all finite configurations with state setS. From the

definition of a quiscent state it is obvious that ifc ∈ SF , thenG(c) ∈ SF . Hence,

in the case whereG has a quiscent state, we denote by

GF : SF → SF

the restriction ofG to finite configurations.

Let SP denote the set of totally periodic configurations ofZd (a d-D configu-

ration is called totally periodic if it hasd linearly independent periods). A similar

definition can be given for the restriction ofG to SP . In fact, for totally periodic

configurations we do nott even have to assume the existence ofa quiscent state,

since ifc ∈ SP , then alwaysG(c) ∈ SP . We denote by

GP : SP → SP

the restriction ofG on totally periodic configurations.

For our purposes, it is useful to imagine thedi integer latticeZd to be equipped

with the infinite norm:

|~r∞| = max
1≤i≤d

ri, for every~r = (r1, r2, . . . , rd) ∈ Zd.
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It turns out that by equippingSZ
d

with a naturally defined metric, we can turn it

into a compact topological space that is particularly suited for the study of CAs.

Let c, e ∈ SZ
d

. If c 6= e, then d(c, e) = 2−k, where k =

min{|~r|∞ : c(~r) 6= e(~r)}.

There are at least two ways of describing the topology generated by this metric.

We will use the simplest and most useful one: LetD ⊆ Zd be a finite set and

p : D → S be a function that assigns states only to the cells inD. Thecylinder

Cyl(D, p) = {c ∈ SZ
d

: c(~n) = p(~n), for every~n ∈ D}

is defined as the set of all configurations that agree withp insideD. Let

B = {Cyl(D, p) : D ⊆ Zd is finite, andp : D → S}.

It can be proven thatB satisfies the conditions for being a base of a topology.

Let T be the topology created byB. The complement of a cylinder is a union of

cylinders, namely

SZ
d

\Cyl(D, p) =
⋃

Cyl(D, p′)

where the union is taken over all functionsp′ : D → S, p′ 6= p. Therefore, cylin-

ders are clopen and since there is only a countable number of them, T has a

countable clopen base. Even more useful is the following fact:

Proposition 4. (SZ
d

, T ) is a compact topological space.

Proof. This is just a restatement of the compactness principle (Proposition 1).

The following proposition is a fundamental topological characterization of

CAs known asHedlund’s theorem:

Proposition 5. A functionG : SZ
d

→ SZ
d

is a CA if and only if it is continuous

and it commutes with the shifts ofZd.

For a proof, see [Hed69]. By the way, the reason for calling a result known

as Hedlund’s theorem a Proposition is that throughout this thesis only results that

concern dimension-sensitive properties are termed Theorems, while Hedlund’s

theorem is valid in every dimension.

As known, a compact metric space with a continuous function is called ady-

namical system. It is very fruitful to see CAs as dynamical systems and study
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them using ideas from this subject. Let(X, f) be a dynamical system andx ∈ X.

LetBδ(c) = {e ∈ X : d(c, e) < δ} denote the open ball with centerc and radius

δ. We say thatx is anequicontinuity pointof f if

∀ε,∃δ,∀e ∈ Bδ(c),∀n ≥ 1: d(Gn(c), Gn(e)) < ε.

f is calledsensitiveif

∃ε,∀c ∈ X,∀δ,∃e ∈ Bδ(c),∃n ≥ 1: d(Gn(c), Gn(e)) > ε.

Finally, f is positively expansiveif

∃ε : c 6= e⇒ ∃n ≥ 0: d(Gn(c), Gn(e)) > ε.

In Chapter 2.4 we will see how these notions are interpreted for CAs.

Finally, letG be a CA with a quiscent state. A finite configurationα ∈ SF

is called aspaceshipif there existp ≥ 1 and~v ∈ Zd such thatGp(α) = σ~v(α).

Numberp is called theperiodof the spaceship and~v is thedisplacement vector.

3.2 Undecidability questions

In this section, we will examine dimension-sensitive undecidability questions con-

cerning CAs. As a matter of fact, ”most” questions concerning2-D CAs are un-

decidable, unless there is some trivial algorithm for them.For example, given the

local rule of a CA, we can trivially decide if it has a quiscent state. On the other

hand, for1-D CAs there exist algorithms for a large class of natural algorithmic

questions. More specifically, we will see that it is undecidable whether a2-D CAs

is reversible, surjective, open or number-decreasing. In the proofs, we will use

some results whose proofs will be omitted. Hints and references will be given

instead.

3.2.1 Reversibility

A CA is called reversibleif it is bijective and its inverse function is also a CA.

The following facts about reversible CAs are true in every dimension:

Lemma 2. Every bijective CA is reversible.

Proof. This can be proved using a straightforward compactness argument. See

[Hed69].
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Lemma 3. Every injective CA is bijective.

Proof. One can easily prove the following implications:

G injective ⇒ GP injective ⇒ GP surjective⇒ G surjective.

Proposition 6. A CA is reversible if and only if it is injective.

Proof. By definition, if a CA is reversible, it is also injective. The other direction

is an immediate consequence of the previous two Lemmas.

In order to prove that it is undecidable if an arbitrary2-D CA is reversible, we

need a specific tile set with a property called the plane-filling property. Let us start

with some definitions:

Directed tilesare normal Wang tiles to which afollower vector ~f ∈ Z2 is

associated. Adirected tile setis a set of directed tiles, i.e. a pair(S, F ), whereS

is a Wang tile set andF : S → Z2 is a function that assigns a follower vector to

every tile. From now on, we will refer to a directed tile set using only its ”base”

tile setS. Let c ∈ SZ
2

be a configuration, which is not necessarily a valid tiling,

and let~p ∈ Z2 be a position of the plane. The notion of validness ofc in position

~p is the same as in the undirected case, which means that we do not care about

follower vectors when we consider whetherc is valid in ~p or not. Thefollower of

~p in c is the position~p+F (c(~p)). In other words, the follower is the cell to which

the follower vector of~p is pointing to. Notice that in different configurations

the same position might have different followers. However,we will usually talk

about the follower of a position, assuming that the configuration to which we are

referring is fixed. Also, observe that the notions of follower position and validness

are independent. Otherwise stated, in a configurationc ∈ SZ
2

every position has

a follower, not only those positions wherec is valid. In the tile set we are going

to use, the follower of every position is one of the four adjacent positions, that is

F (a) ∈ {(±1, 0), (0,±1)}, for everya ∈ S.

A sequence~p1, ~p2, . . . , ~pk, where every~pi ∈ Z2 is called apath if ~pi+1 is the

follower of ~pi, for everyi = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1. The notions ofone-way infinite path

andtwo-way infinite pathare defined analogously in the obvious way.

A directed tile setS is set to have theplane-filling propertyif it satisfies the

following conditions:
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Figure 11: A path in a configuration.

1. S admits a valid tiling of the plane.

2. For every configurationc ∈ SZ
2
, only two different types of infinite paths

are defined:

(a) There exists a tile on the path where the configuration is not valid, or

(b) the path covers arbitrarily large squares.

Therefore, if the tiling conditions are not violated on any position of the path, then

for everyn ≥ 1, there exist ann × n square each tile of which is visited by the

path and, hence the path must be infinite. Notice, also, that this condition does

not claim anything about the validity of the whole configuration. As long as the

configuration is valid on the path, arbitrarily large squares are visited. This does

not prevent tiling errors from occuring outside the path.

The above definitions would have absolutely no meaning if notfor the follow-

ing Proposition, whose proof will not be given. One can find itin [Kar94].

Proposition 7. There exists a directed tile set with the plane-filling property.

LetD be this directed tile set. Using it, we will prove that:

Theorem 4. [Kar94] It is undecidable if an arbitrary2-D CA is reversible.

Proof. We are going to reduce the Tiling problem to the Reversibilityproblem of

2-D CA. Given an arbitrary tile setT , we algorithmically construct the following

2-D CA G:

The state set isS = D× T ×{0, 1}. Therefore, the CA is working on config-

urations consisting of three different layers. In the first layer, there exist tiles from
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the fixed tile setD; in the second layer there exist tiles from the arbitrary tile set

T , and on the third one there are the bits0 and1. The von Neumann neighborhood

is used. The local rule only updates the bit components of a position~p as follows:

• If either theT -layer or theD-layer contains a tiling error at~p, then the bit

is not changed, but

• if the tiling is valid in both theD- andT -layers in~p, then the bit is changed

by performing modulo 2 addition with the bit of the follower of ~p.

Let us now prove that this CA is not injective (we know that thisis equivalent to it

not being reversible) if and only ifT admits a valid tiling. This reduces the Tiling

problem to the problem of deciding if a given2-D CA is reversible and, hence,

completes the proof of the Theorem.

Suppose thatT admits a valid tilingt. Consider two configurationsc0 and

c1 where theD-components contain the same validD-tiling, the T -components

containt and inc0 all the bits are equal to 0, while inc1 all the bits are equal to

1. Since the both theD- andT -layers are valid everywhere, modulo 2 addition is

perofrmed in every position of the plane, hence

G(c0) = G(c1) = c0,

andG is not injective.

Suppose, then, thatG is not injective. This means that there exist two different

configurationt1 and t2 such thatG(t1) = G(t2). The tile components are not

changed byG and thus they must be identical int0 andt1, so there is a position~p1

where they have different bits. Since after the applicationof G these bits become

identical the configurations are valid in both layers and thebits of the follower

~p2 of ~p1 must be different. Repeating this reasoning, we obtain an infinite path

~p1, ~p2, ~p3, . . . such that the tiling conditions are satisfied in both theD- andT -

components at all positions of the path. SinceD has the plane-filling property,

this infinite path covers arbitrarily large squares. Therefore,T can also tile validly

arbitrarily large squares, which means that it admits a valid tiling of the whole

plane.

In fact, we have proved something slightly stronger, namelythat the Re-

versibility problem is undecidable even for2-D CA with the von Neumann neigh-

borhood.
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3.2.2 Openness

Let G : SZ
d

→ SZ
d

be a CA. Then,G is calledopen, if the following is true: If

W ⊆ SZ
d

is open, thenG(W ) is also open.

By tickling a little bit the construction of the proof in the previous section and

examining carefully what kind of tilings the directed tile set D admits, we can

prove that it is undecidable whether a given2-D CA is open. For this, we also

need the notion of left-permutiveness.

LetF be a1-D CA with state setP , neighborhood{0, 1} and local rulef . We

say thatF is left-permutiveif for every b, c ∈ P , there exists a uniquea ∈ P such

that f(a, b) = c. This also means thata1 6= a2 andf(a1, b1) = f(a2, b2), then

b1 6= b2.

We denote bya∞.b∞ a configurationc ∈ SZ such thatc(i) = a for all i < 0

andc(i) = b for all i ≥ 0.

Lemma 4. There exists a left-permutive1-D CA with state set{0, 1, 2} which is

not open.

Proof. Let F : SZ → SZ be the1-D CA with the neighborhood{0, 1} and the

following local rule:

x
y

0 1

1

2

10

20

0

1

2 2

1

0

2

F is left-permutive as every column of its transition matrix is a permutation

of the state set. However, asF (0∞.1∞) = F (0∞.2∞) = 0∞1.0∞, F is not right-

closing. Since a1-D CA is open if and only if it is both right- and left-closing (see

[Kur03]), we conlcude thatF is not open.

The following lemma is not necessary for the proof of Theorem5, but it cer-

tainly makes its exposition more clear.

Lemma 5. [Mey08] LetD be the tile set of Proposition 7. There exists a valid

tiling d of D where all positions of the plane belong to the same path, i.e. they
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form a two-way infinite, non-intersecting, plane-filling path. In addition, every

valid tiling c ∈ DZ
2

has at most four different infinite paths.

Let us now change a little bit the construction of the previous subsection.

Given an arbitrary tile setT , we construct a CAH as follows:

The state set is nowS = D × T × {0, 1, 2}, the neighborhood is the von

Neumann neighborhood, and the local rule only changes the bit components and

does this only when the tiling is valid in both of the tile components. However,

instead of performing modulo 2 addition, the new CA uses the local rule ofF

from Lemma 4 to determine the new bit. We claim thatH is open if and only if it

is reversible if and only if itT does not admit a valid tiling.

Indeed, if it is reversible, it is of course also open.

Suppose, on the other hand, thatH is not reversible but it is open. Note that in

the proof of Theorem 4, we used only the left-permutiveness of modulo 2 addition

in order to conclude thatT admits a valid tiling. Sincef is also left-permutive,

exactly the same reasoning applied in this case shows thatT admits a valid tiling

t. Let d be the tiling from Lemma 5 and consider the setB = d× t× {0, 1, 2}Z
2
.

Since ind there exists only one path and bothd and t are valid everywhere,

the restriction ofH on B is in some sense the same as the1-D CA F . In-

deed,H(d, t, c) = (d, t, F (c)), where the2-D configurationc is interpreted as

the 1-D configuration obtained by following the unique path ind. Using the

same interpetation, we have thatH−1(B) = B andH(d, t,W ) = (d, t, F (W )),

for everyW ⊆ {0, 1, 2}Z
2
. According to Theorem 1,page 116 in [Kur66], if

W ⊆ {0, 1, 2}Z
2

is open, thenH(d, t,W ) = (d, t, F (W )) is also open in the rel-

ative topology. In addition, since it is a basic topologicalfact that all projections

are open,F (W ) is also open. But this means thatF is an open CA, which is a

contradiction. Therefore,H is not open.

We have proved the following equivalences:

H reversible⇔ H open ⇔ T does not admit a valid tiling

From this we can finally conclude that:

Theorem 5. It is undecidable if an arbitrary2-D CA is open.

We have actually proved something stronger, namely that theclass of re-

versible CA is recursively inseparable from the class of non-open CAs.
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Reversible CA

Non-open CA

Open CA

Figure 12: Reversible CAs are recursively inseparable from non-open CAs.

3.2.3 Surjectivity

In this subsection, we are going to prove that it is undecidable if an arbitrary2-D

CA is surjective. In order to do this, we first have to talk aboutanother undecidable

problem concerning tiles, the Finite Tiling problem, and inaddition introduce a

specific tile set with a special property. The contents of this subsection are based

on Jarkko Kari’s lecture notes for the class ”Cellular Automata” taught during the

spring semester of 2009 in the University of Turku.

In the Finite Tiling problem we are given a tile setT together with a specified

tile b ∈ T , theblank tile. The blank tile has the same color in all of its sides. A

finite tiling is a valid tiling where only a finite number of tiles are non-blank. A

finite tiling where all tiles are blank is calledtrivial . TheFinite Tiling problem

consists in deciding whether an arbitrary tile setT with a blank tileb admits a

valid, finite, non-trivial tiling. It is a simple excercise,no aperiodic tile sets or

ingenious simulating methods needed, to prove that:

Proposition 8. The Finite Tiling problem is undecidable.

Proof. Given an arbitrary TMM = (S,Γ, s0, sh, δ, b) we know from the first

chapter how to construct a tile setPM with a specified tile, the seed tile, such that

M does not halt if and only ifPM admits a valid tiling with at least one appearance

of the seed tile. We will know modify a little that construction to create a new tile

setQM such thatM halts if and only ifQM admits a valid, finite, non-trivial

tiling. Notice that in the first case negative instances of the Halting problem are

associated to positive instances of the Tiling problem, while in the second one

positive instances of the Halting problem are associated topositive instances of

the Finite Tiling problem.
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In addition to the machine tiles, that isalphabet, actionandmerging tiles, the

tile setQM contains the blank tile and some more tiles to initiate and terminate

the computation ofM . Namely,

1. The followingboundary tiles:

6

66 6

6

-� �6 -

6 66

6
NW
NW

NW
NW NE

NE

NE
NE

N N N N

x

s0, b bb

The tile in the middle of the bottom line is called theinitialization tile, while

the tile in the middle of the upper line is constructed for every x ∈ Γ.

2. For everyx ∈ Γ, the followinghalting tiles:

6 6- �

a a

aa

qhqh

One can now prove thatQM admits a valid, finite, non-trivial tiling if and only

if M halts. We will give a sketchy proof of this.

Suppose, first, thatM halts. Then, we can enclose its computation in a finite

rectangle and put the blank tile outside from this rectangle. Hence, in this case a

valid, finite, non-trivial tiling exists. Notice how the halting tiles are use to make

the head ofM disappear and then the upper boundary tiles ”absorb” all theletters.

Suppose, on the other hand, that a valid, finite, non-trivialtiling exists. Then,

some upper boundary tile must have been used, since boundarytiles are the only

tiles that can have the blank tile as a northern neighbor. Using the hypothesis of

finiteness, we can see that a rectangle is enforced, inside which the computation

of M takes place. Since the tiling is valid, the machine head ofM must have

disappeared at some moment, which means thatM halts.
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In order to prove our main undecidability result, we also need the fixed tile set

of Figure 13:

6

6

6

?

?

6

6

?

6

?

?

?

?

-

- 6

6

?
-

�

?

SW
SW

SW
SW

NW
NW

NW
NW NE

NE

NE
NE

SE
SE

SE
SEC

C C

A A B AB A

Figure 13: The tile setE.

We denote this tile set byE. The tile without any arrows or lines is called

the blank tile. All the other tiles have a unique incoming and outgoing arrow.

In valid tilings, incoming and outgoing arrows of adjacent tiles must match. The

non-blank tiles are considered to be directed. The followerof a tile is the neighbor

pointed by the outgoing arrow on the tile.

The tile where the light and dark grey horizontal thick linesmeet is called

thecross, and it will play a special role in the forthcoming proof of Theorem 6.

Finally, arectangular loopis a valid tiling of a rectangle with tiles fromE, where

the follower path forms a loop that visits every tile of the rectangle and the outside

border of the rectangle is colored blank. By inspecting the tile setE, it is easy to

see that there exist rectangular loops of size2n×m, for everyn ≥ 2 andm ≥ 3.

Every rectangular loop contains a unique cross which can be placed in any position

in the interior of the rectangle.

Figure 14 shows a rectangular loop of size10× 5, where the labels have been

omitted:
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Figure 14: A rectangular loop of size10 × 5.

The tile setE has the following convenient property:

Lemma 6. Let t ∈ EZ
2

be a configuration, and~p1, ~p2, . . . a path int such thatt is

valid at ~pi, for all i ≥ 1. If the path covers only a finite number of different cells,

then the cells on the path form a rectangular loop.

Proof. We note that in a loop there must exist at least one tile pointing to every

direction. Therefore, the existence of at least one left arrow is guaranteed. After

that, everything follows from the hypothesis of finiteness.

We will also need the following basic result, which is one of the first results

about the mathematical properties of CAs:

Proposition 9 (Garden of Eden theorem). [Moo62, Myh63] LetG be a CA with a

quiscent state. Then,G is surjective if and only ifGF is injective.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this subsection:

Theorem 6. It is undecidable if an arbitrary2-D CA is surjective.

Proof. We will reduce the Finite Tiling problemn to the2-D Surjectivitry prob-

lem. Letb andc be the blank and the cross of the tile setE, respectively. Given

an arbitrary tile setT with blank tileB, we can algorithmically construct the fol-

lowing 2-D CA G:

The state set contains triplets(e, t, x) ∈ E × T × {0, 1} under the following

constraints:

• if e = c, thent 6= B, and
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• if e = b or e is any tile containing SW,SE,NW,NE,A,B or C as a label, then

t = B.

In other words, the cross is always paired with a non-blank tile while the tiles

on the boundary of a rectangular loop are paired only with theblank tile. The

triplet (b, B, 0) is the quiscent state ofG.

As in the proof of the undecidability of the2-D Reversibility problem, the

local rule will only update the bit of a triplet leaving the tiles in the first two layers

unchanged. This is done in the following way: Let(e, t, x) be the current state:

• if e = b, then the state is not changed,

• if e 6= b, thenG checks the validity of the tiling in the first two layers. If

a tiling error occurs in either layer, the state is not changed. If the tiling

is valid in both layers, the bit is updated by performing addition modulo 2

with the bit in the follower position.

Let us prove that thisG is not surjective if and only ifT admits a valid, finite,

non-trivial tiling t:

Assume thatT admits a valid, finite, non-trivial tilingt. Consider two finite

configurationsc0 andc1 whoseT -components containt and theE-components

have the same rectangular loop that contains all non-blank tiles of t. In c0 every

bit is equal to 0, while inc1 the bits inside the rectangular loop are equal to 1 and

all the bits outside of the loop are equal to 0. The local rule updates only the bits

in the rectangles in such a way that

G(c0) = G(c1) = c0.

Sincec0 andc1 are finite configurations,GF is not injective. According to the

Garden of Eden theorem,G is not surjective.

Assume, then, thatG is not surjective. According to the Garden of Eden

theorem, there exist two different finite configurationse0 ande1 such thatG(e0) =

G(e1). SinceG updates only the bit components, theT - andE- components of

e0 ande1 are identical. There exists a cell~p1 wheree0 ande1 have different bits.

Since these bits become identical in the next step, the tiling conditions must be

satisfied in position~p1 and the bits must also be different in the follower position.

Repeating this argument, there exists an infinite sequence~p1, ~p2, ~p3, . . . such that
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theE-tiling is valid at ~pi for all i ≥ 1. Moreover,e0 ande1 have different bits at

each position~pi. Since the configurationse0 ande1 are finite, the path visits only a

finite number of different positions. According to Lemma 6, it forms a rectangular

loop. In addition, the tiling in theT -components is also valid. Because of the

constraints on the allowed triplets, the tiles in theT -component on the boundary

of the rectangle are all the blankB, while the tile in the position of the cross is

a non-blank tile. Therefore, there exists a valid tiling of arectangle with blank

boundary and a non-blank tile in the interior. This is equivalent to the existence

of a valid, finite, non-trivial tiling.

3.2.4 Number-decreasing CA

The problems proved to be undecidable for2-D CAs in the previous subsections

concern general set-theoretic (reversibility, surjectivity) or topological (openness)

properties that can be posed for any dynamical system. On theother hand,

number-decreasingness, which will be the subject of this subsection is a com-

binatorial property that can only be defined for CA. It is dimension-sensitive, too,

and, at the time when this thesis is being written, it is the only dimension-sensitive

undecidability property with a purely CA-theoretic flavor.

Let A = (d, S,N, f) be a CA with state setS = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, for some

n ≥ 1 which has0 as a quiscent state.G is callednumber-decreasingif

∑

~n∈Zd

G(c)(~n) ≤
∑

~n∈Zd

c(~n),

for every finite configurationc ∈ SF . Both sums are well-defined, since0 is a

quiscent state andc is a finite configuration.

The intuitive idea behind the formulation is that number-decreasing CAs can

be used to model systems where a measurable quantity, the number of particles or

mass for example, does not increase during the evolution of the system.

In [BDFK05], it is proved that it is decidable if a1-D CA is number-

decreasing, and a combinatorial, physics-oriented characterization of those local

rules that give rise to number-decreasing CAs is given. It is also proved that if

a CA is strictly number-decreasing, i.e. for at least one finite configuration the

above inequality is strict, then it is not surjective. The proof of the following

theorem is from the same paper as well:
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Theorem 7. [BDFK05] It is undecidable if an arbitrary2-D CA is number-

decreasing.

Proof. Given an arbitrary TMM , we will algorithmically construct a2-D CA

AM such thatM halts if and only ifAM is not number-decreasing. Hence, the

Tiling problem can be reduced to the Number-decreasingnessproblem, and thus

the Number-decreasingness problem is undecidable. LetM be an arbitrary TM.

We construct the tile setQM from the proof of Proposition 8. Recall that this tile

set admits a valid, finite, non-trivial tiling if and only ifM halts. Let us now define

the CAAM :

The state set ofAM is S = {0, 1, , . . . , n − 1}, wheren ≥ 1 is the number of

tiles inQM . We establish a one-to-one correspondenceφ betweenS andTM such

that0 is mapped to the blank tile and1 is mapped to the initialization tile. Usingφ

we can identifyS andQM and talk about tiling conditions between the elements

of S. The neighborhood ofAM is the standard von-Neumann neighborhood and

the local rule updates the state of the cell as follows:

If a non-blank (i.e. non-0) tile sees a tiling error in its vonNeumann neigh-

borhood, it decreases its value by1. If an initialization tile (i.e. a cell with value

1) does not see a tiling error, it increases its value by1. Otherwise, the state of

the cell is left unchanged. Let us prove thatM halts if and only ifAM is not

number-decreasing:

Assume, first, thatM halts. Then,QM admits a valid, finite, non-trivial tiling

f where the initialization tile is used at least once. Usingφ−1, f is mapped to

a finite configurationc : Z2 → S. Sincef is valid, so isc and thus no cell sees

a tiling error. Therefore, no cell decreases its value, while the cell in position1

(where there is an initialization tile inf ) increases its value by1. So, the number-

decreasing inequality is not satisfied forc andAM is not number-decreasing.

On the other hand, assume thatM does not halt. Letc : Z2 → S be a finite

configuration. Our aim is to associate every initializationtile in c to a unique tiling

error. Let~p be a position at state1. We define inductively thedomainD~p of ~p as

follows:

• ~p ∈ D~p.

• If in position ~q there is a tile

6
NW

or
�

b
6

and its right neighbor is in
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D~p, then~q ∈ D~p.

• Similarly, if in position~q there is a tile

6
NE

or
-

b
6

and its left neighbor

is inD~p, then~q ∈ D~p.

• If in ~q there is an alphabet, action, merging or halting tile or any other type

of boundary tile and its southern neighbor is inD~p, then~q is inD~p, too.

• These are the only positions that belong toD~p.

It is easy to prove that if~p and~r are two different positions in state1, then

D~p ∩D~r = ∅. In addition, everyD~p contains a tiling error. Indeed, if someD~p did

not contain a tiling error, then its domain would represent ahalting computation

of M , which contradicts the hypothesis thatM does not halt.

We have thus associated every cell in state1 to a unique tiling error. This

means that the number of tiling errors is greater than or equal to the number of

initialization tiles. By the definition of the local rule ofAM , this means thatAM

is number-decreasing.

3.2.5 1-D case

All the above decision problems are decidable in1-D . The reason for this is quite

similar to that of the previous chapter: namely, we can represent1-D CAs using

finite directed graphs, and CA decidability questions are translated as some triv-

ially decidable graph-theoretic decidability questions.For example, to decide if a

given1-D CA is injective, all one has to do is to construct a certain directed graph

(the pair graph) and then examine if there is a cycle in this graph that contains a

vertex outside from a specified subset of the vertices.

Notice that for different undecidability problems one might have to build dif-

ferent graphs. Here, we will exhibit how to construct the most basic directed graph

that can be associated to a1-D CA and use it to give an algorithm for deciding if

a1-D CA is number-decreasing.

Letm ≥ 1. We construct thede-Bruijn graphof widthm. This is a directed

graph with vertex setV = Sm−1, edge setE = Sm with the edges1s2 . . . sm

leaving from vertexs1s2 . . . sm−1 and reaching vertexs2s3 . . . sm. Figure 3.2.5

shows the de-Bruijn graph of width3 for the setS = {0, 1}:
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Figure 15: The de-Bruijn graph of order3 for the setS = {0, 1}.

There exists a natural one-to-one correspondence between two-way infinite

paths in the de-Bruijn graph and configurations inSZ: for every two-way infinite

pathp : Z → E there is a corresponding elementcp ∈ SZ such that

p(i) = cp(i)cp(i+ 1) . . . cp(i+m− 1).

This correspondence is well defined because of the overlap ofthe edges of the

de-Bruijn graphs. One can also easily prove that it is bijective. For every configu-

rationc ∈ SZ one can define a two-way infinite pathpc : Z → E such thatpcp
= p

andcpc
= c.

Now, letG be a1-D CA defined by the local functiong. Without loss of gen-

erality we can suppose that its neighborhood is a contiguoussegment ofm ≥ 1

cells. We construct the de-Bruijn graph of widthm as above, but in this case we

also add labels to the edges: The label of the edges1s2 . . . sm is g(s1s2 . . . sm).

This directed graph is called thede-Bruijn graph of G. it contains almost all

of the information concerningG. Notice, however, that it does not capture the

relative positioning of the neighborhood, i.e. the CAG and σ ◦ G have the

same de-Bruijn graphs. However, sinceσ is an isomorphism ofSZ, most of

the properties that are of interest are invariant under the shifts. For example,

for pr ∈ {reversible, surjective, open, number-decreasing}, G is pr if and only if

σ ◦G is. Below we give an example of the de-Bruijn graph of a CA:
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The two-way infinite paths of this directed graph give us two sequences: the

first one is the sequencecp defined earlier and the other one is the sequencegp of

the labels of the edges. Because the lables are the outputs of the local function,gp

is, a possibly translated version of,G(cp), i.e

gp = σk(G(cp)), for somek ∈ Z.

Different versions of the above graph are needed to attack different problems.

However, in order to provide an algorithm for number-decreasingness we do not

need any more technical machinery:

Theorem 8. [BDFK05] A 1-D CA is number-decreasing if and only if for every

simple (aka not self intersecting) circle of its de-Bruijn graph the value of the

name of the circle is greater than or equal to the sum of the labels of the edges of

the circle.

Proof. Let G be a1-D CA. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the

range ofG is 3 and the state set isS = {0, 1}. All of the following arguments can

be adapted to be valid in the general case.

We construct the de-Bruijn graph ofG as described above. To make clear

what the name of a circle means, let000 → 001 → 010 → 000 be a cir-

cle. Its name is0001 (we pick the first bit from every vertex) and its labels are

f(000), f(001), f(010), f(100).

Suppose, first, that the value of the name of every simple circle is greater than

or equal to the sum of its lables. Letc ∈ SZ be a finite configuration. Then, the

two-way infinite pathpc is actually a finite circle, sincepc stays almost always in

vertex000 both in the left and in the right part of the path. Since every circle can

be decomposed into disjoint simple circles and the number-decreasing condition

is additive and is satisfied in all of the simple circles,G is number-decreasing.
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If, on the other hand, there exists a simple circle for which the above is not

true, then we can construct a finite configuration that does not satisfy the number-

decreasing condition as follows:

Let z be this ”bad” circle. Every vertex of the graph can be reachedby 000

with a path of length at most two. Letp be the shortest path from000 to any ver-

tex of z. The finite configuration corresponding to the path(000)∞pz5pr(000)∞

violates the number-decreasing condition, wherepr is the reverse path ofp. To

see this, consider that bothp andpr are paths of length at most two, so their joint

contribution to the difference
∑

x∈Z

G(c)(x) −
∑

x∈Z

c(x) is at least -4. In addition,

sincez is a ”bad” circle, every copy ofz adds at least1 to this difference. There

are five copies ofz, hence

∑

x∈Z

G(c)(x) −
∑

x∈Z

c(x) ≥ 1

So,G is not number-decreasing.

Since there exists only a finite number of different simple circles in a finite

directed graph and we can find them all algorithmically, Number-decreasingness

is decidable in1-D .

For proofs of the decidability of injectiveness, surjectiveness and openness of

1-D CA see [AP72, Wil91, Nas78, Sut91]

3.3 Topological entropy properties

In regards to topological entropy, the difference between the 1-D case and the

multidimensional case is pretty straightforward: In1-D every CA has finite en-

tropy which is bounded by a factor that depends only on the radius of the CA and

its number of states, while the topological entropy of largeclasses of2-D CAs is

infinite. All in all, this could be the context of this whole section if it were not for

some interesting theorems and some even more interesting constructions that shed

more light on what makes multidimensional CAs have such a different behaviour

than1-D CAs. As a matter of fact, topological entropy of multidimensional CAs

is a more complex subject than topological entropy of1-D CAs so that most of

the theorems cannot even be stated in the1-D case.

In the theory of dynamical systems, topological entropy (with the term ”topo-

logical” to distinguish it from measure-theoretic entropy) is a measure of the com-
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Figure 16:W (n, t) consists of all the elements that can be taken in the above way.

plexity of a dynamical system. It has some nice categorical properties and is a use-

ful invariant of conjugacy. For a detailed, deep introduction with a lot of insights

about the intuitive meaning behind the formal definitions, see [Wal75].

In the context of CAs, topological entropy, like most of the analytical proper-

ties defined for general dynamical systems, has an equivalent combinatorial de-

scription. Suppose thatG is a1-D CA. Let In = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the segment of

lengthn. Let

W (n, t) = {(cIn
, G(c)In

, . . . , Gt−1(c)In
) : c ∈ SZ

2

}.

Intuitively, W (n, t) is the set of different orbits distinguished by an observer that

can observe the system only fott time steps and only inn consecutive positions.

Then, thetopological entropyof G is defined as:

h(G) = lim
n→∞

lim
t→∞

log |W (n, t)|

t
.

For a proof of the existence of this limit, see [Kur03, Wal75].

A similar definition can be given for the topological entropyof 2-D CAs and,

generally,d-D CAs. The only difference in the definition is that instead ofusing

the segmentsIn of lengthn, we use the rectanglesRn = {1, 2, . . . , n}2 or, in the

general case, thed-dimensional hypercube of siden.

As stated previously, the topological entropy of every1-D CA is finite. This

can be seen with the following argument: LetG be a1-D CA and letr be its radius.

If c, e ∈ SZ andc[−r+1,n+r] = e[−r+1,n+r], thenG(c)[1,n] = G(e)[1,n]. Similarly,
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since a segment of lengthn + 2r(t− 1) uniquely determines the evolution of the

centraln cells for the firstt time steps, we can prove that

|W (n, t)| ≤ |S|n+2r(t−1), for everyn, t ≥ 1.

Therefore,

h(G) = lim
n→∞

lim
t→∞

log |W (n, t)|

t
≤ lim

n→∞
lim
t→∞

log |S|n+2r(t−1)

t
≤ 2r log |S|.

However, the same argument cannot be applied for2-D CAs. The reason is

that the size of the boundary of the rectangleRn tends to infinity whenn goes to

infinity, while for 1-D CAs the size of the boundary ofIn is constant for alln ≥ 1.

The same idea will be used when we prove that there do not existany positively

expansive2-D CAs. As a matter of fact, even the2-D shifts have infinite topo-

logical entropy. This can be seen either by proving directlythat for the horizontal

shift σ(1,0), for example,|W (n, t)| = |S|n
2+n(t−1), or can be termed a corollary of

the following much more general theorem of Lakshtanov and Langvagen:

Theorem 9. [LL04] If a 2-D CA has a spaceship, then its topological entropy is

infinite.

Proof. LetG be a2-D CA with a spaceship and quiscent stateq. (The existence of

a quiscent state is not necessary for the proof of the Theorem, but it is a convention

to accept that a quiscent state exists when talking about spaceships.) Let us recall

that a spaceship with periodp ≥ 1 and displacement vector~u 6= ~0 ∈ Z2 is a

non-trivial finite configurationα such thatGp(α) = σ~u(α). We will show that

a 2-D CA with a spaceship can realize systems with arbitrarily large topological

entropy.

Let S be the state set ofG. Consider the1-D right-shift σ of X = {0, 1}Z,

whereσ(x)i = xi+1. It can be easily proved thath(σ) = log 2. Let α be a

spaceship ofG with period p ≥ 1 and displacement vector~u. We can find a

numberl ≥ 1 such that the squareK = [−l, l] × [−l, l] contains all the non-

quiscent states ofα,G(α), . . . , Gp−1(α) and all of its neighbors. If we choose

m = 2l + 2, then we have that

(K +mi~u) ∩ (K +mi′~u) = ∅, wheneveri 6= i′.

Indeed, if(K +mi~u) ∩ (K +mi′~u) 6= ∅, then there exist~k1, ~k2 ∈ K such that
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Figure 17: A rather informal presentation ofF .

~k1 +mi~u = ~k2 +mi′~u

⇒ ~k1 − ~k2 = m(i′ − i)~u

⇒ |~k1 − ~k2|∞ = |m(i′ − i)~u|∞

⇒ |~k1 − ~k2|∞ ≥ m|~u|∞ ≥ m

⇒ |~k1 − ~k2|∞ ≥ 2l + 2

which is impossible since~k1 and ~k2 belong in a square with diameter2l.

Now, let us describe a functionF : X → SZ. Configurationc ∈ X will

be sent toF (c) =
∑

i : ci=1

σmi~u(α). The summation on the right hand side means

joining the supports of the summed configurations. This is well-defined, since

these supports are disjoint according to the definition ofm. Intuitively, a 1 is

coded as a spaceship and a0 is coded as the absence of the spaceship. We also

leave enough empty space between them so as they evolve independently.

We claim thatF embeds the1-D right-shiftσ intoGmp. Indeed, it is obvious

thatF is injective, and a moment’s thought can convince us that it is also continu-

ous. We will now show that it is a map between the dynamical systems. We claim

thatGmp ◦ F = F ◦ σ. In fact,

Gmp ◦ F (c) = Gmp(F (c)) =

= Gmp(
∑

i : ci=1

σmi~u(α))
(1)
=

∑

i : ci=1

σmi~u(G
mp)(α)

(2)
=

=
∑

i : ci=1

σmi~u(σm~u(α)) =
∑

i : ci=1

σm(i+1)~u(α) = F ◦ σ(c)
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where equality(1) is true becausem was chosen so as spaceships evolve indepen-

dently and equality(2) is true becauseα is a spaceship. Therefore, our claim is

true and this proves that the right-shift is a subsystem ofGmp. This means that

h(Gmp) ≥ h(σ) = log 2.

Now, using the extra space offered by the second dimension, we can simulate

the product of the right-shift with itself. Indeed, if(c1, c2) ∈ X × X is a pair of

configurations, then we can define:

F (c) =
∑

i : ci=1

σmi~u+~v(α) +
∑

i : ci=1

σmi~u+2~v(α)

where~v and~u are linearly independent andm is chosen such that if(i, j) 6= (i′, j′),

then

(K +m(i~u+ j~v)) ∩ (K +m(i′~u+ j′~v)) = ∅.

Exactly as in the previous case, we can prove that this is an embedding ofσ×σ

into Gmp, for the reason that spaceships put on different~v-levels do not interact.

Hence,h(G) ≥ h(σ × σ) = 2 log 2. Generally, the same argument shows that

h(Gmp) ≥ n log 2, for everyn ≥ 1.

This means thath(Gmp) = ∞, and sinceh(Gmp) = mph(G), we can finally

conclude thath(G) = ∞.

There is another large class of2-D CA with infinite topological entropy:

Theorem 10. [DMM03] The topological entropy of a2-D sensitive linear CA is

infinite.

Proof. We will not give the proof here. The main idea is that2-D sensitive linear

CA satisfy a certain kind of2-D -permutivity.

On the other hand, there exist trivial examples of2-D CA with zero topological

entropy. For example, periodic or equicontinuous CA. For some time, it was not

known whether these two case exhaust the class of2-D CA, i.e. it was not know

whether there exists a2-D CA with finite, positive entropy, until Meyerovitch

proved that:

Theorem 11. [Mey08] There exists a2-D CA with finite, positive topological

entropy.
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Proof. We will give an informal, non-technical exposition of the ideas used in the

proof. A full proof can be found in [Mey08].

The essence of the proof of Theorem 9 is that we can fit in an infinite number

of lines in the plane. In every line, we can simulate a1-D CA, thus giving rise to

a CA of infinite topological entropy. If, in some way, we could partition the plane

into a finite number of infinite lines, then we would only have afinite number of

1-D CA and so guarantee finite topological entropy.

The way to do this is to use Kari’s tile setD from Proposition 7. We construct

a CAGwith state setS = D×{0, 1}. The neighborhood ofG is the von Neumann

neighborhood and the local rule is very similar to the local rule of Theorem 4:

• if the matching is valid in position~p, thenG updates the bit of~p by per-

forming modulo 2 addition with the bit of the follower position.

• If the matching is not valid in position~p, then the bit remains as it is.

• The tile components never change.

Therefore, given a configurationc ∈ SZ
2
, the tile layer divides the plane into

some number of finite and infinite paths. There could be an infinite number of

finite paths, but we know from Lemma 5 that there exist at most four (one-way

or two-way) infinite paths. Based on this, we can prove thatG has finite, positive

topological entropy. This is because in every finite path theaction ofG is periodic

and, hence, has entropy0, while in the infinite paths it has positive entropyh.

Therefore, the entropy ofG is bounded from above by4h.

Recently, M. Hochman gave a complete characterization of theclass of num-

bers which are the topological entropies ofd-dimensional CA, whered ≥ 3. The

proof of this characterization, which is certainly outsidethe scope of this thesis,

can be found in [Hoc09].

Theorem 12. Let d ≥ 3. Then, the entropies ofd-D CA are exactly the non-

negative numbers that are thelim inf of a recursive sequence of numbers.

Also, E. Lakshtanov and E. Langvagen have introduced for every d ≥ 1 an-

other notion of entropy of CA that coincides with topologicalentropy whend = 1,

and is always finite whend ≥ 1. Whether this is a more ”appropriate” notion of

entropy for multidimensional CA is still out for the jury to tell. Details can be

found in [LL05].
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3.4 Dynamical system properties

According to Hedlund’s Theorem, CAs are exactly the continuous, translation in-

variant transformations ofSZ
d

, whereSZ
d

is given the topology generated by the

cylindersCyl(D, p) = {e ∈ SZ
d

: e(~x) = p(~x), for every~x ∈ D}, with D ⊆ Zd

finite andp : D → S. Hence, they can be viewed as dynamical systems, allow-

ing us to define and study properties such as equicontinuity or chaos for CAs.

The reason to do this is double: on one hand, we get more insight and better

classification schemes for CAs, and on the other hand, CAs oftenprovide nice ex-

amples or counterexamples of dynamical systems. This is partially due to the fact

that almost all of the analytical definitions of general dynamical systems theory

have simple equivalent combinatorial definitions for CAs. For example, the usual

epsilon-delta definitions of equicontinuity, sensitivityand positive expansiveness

translate to the following:

LetG : SZ
d

→ SZ
d

be a CA. Configurationc ∈ SZ
d

is anequicontinuity point

if and only if for every finite observation windowE ⊆ SZ
d

there exists a finite

domainD ⊆ SZ
d

such that

e ∈ Cyl(D, c) ⇒ Gn(e) ∈ Cyl(E,Gn(c)), for everyn ≥ 1.

Recall thatG is calledequicontinuousif every configuration is an equiconti-

nuity point.

Similarly,G is sensitiveif and only if there exists a finite observation window

E ⊆ SZ
d

such that for every configurationc and every finite domainD, there

existse ∈ Cyl(D, c) such that

Gn(e) /∈ Cyl(E,Gn(c)), for somen ≥ 1.

Finally,G is positively expansiveif and only if there exists a finite observation

windowE ⊆ SZ
d

such that for any distinct configurationsc 6= e

Gn(e)(~x) 6= Gn(c)(~x), for somen ≥ 0 and~x ∈ E.

One can prove that in every dimension it is true that a CA is equicontinuous if

and only if it is ultimately periodic, that a surjective CA is equicontinuous if and

only if it is periodic and that a sensitive CA does not have any equicontinuity

points. In addition, in1-D there exists the notion ofblocking wordthat provides

the following classification of1-D CA:
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Theorem 13. LetG be a1-D CA. Then, exactly one of the following two alterna-

tives holds:

1. The set of equicontinuity points ofG is dense. This is equivalent to the

existence of a large enough blocking word.

2. G is sensitive. This happens if and only ifG does not have any equiconti-

nuity points.

A blocking word is a finite segment that does not allow information to pass

through it. For a strict definition and a proof of Theorem 13, see [Kur03]. The

main idea is that the line is simply connected, so by removinga point, or a finite

contiguous segment, we disconnect it and don not allow the flow of information

between the two components. Unfortunately, in order to disconnect the plane, we

have to remove a line, which is an infinite object and, hence cannot be recognized

by CA. Indeed, the following2-D unpublished counterexamples to Theorem 13

due to Kari exploit this idea. Other counterexamples have been given by Theyssier

and Sablik, see [ST08].

Theorem 14. 1. There exists a2-D CA with no equicontinuity points that is

not sensitive.

2. There exists a2-D CA with a non-empty, non-dense set of equicontinuity

points.

Proof. 1. LetG be a CA over the state setC × {0, 1}, whereC is the state of

thecontrol layer, containing the following ten tiles:
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The black tile is calledactive, while the other nine control states are called

inactive. A blank rectangleis a finite rectangle of blanks surrounded by a

contiguous boundary.

It is obvious that there exists blank rectangles of sizem × n, for every

m,n ≥ 2.

The control layer evolves independently from the bit layer according to the

following rule: Let~p ∈ Z2. If the Moore neighborhood of~p is consistent

with it being part of a blank rectangle surrounded by black and white cells

(no boundary tiles allowed), then the state of the control layer does not

change. Otherwise, it changes to black.

Note that if any of the cells outside from the rectangle contains a boundary

tile, then a black tile is created after one time-step and, eventually, the whole

rectangle gets converted to black. Also, by construction, ablank rectangle

surrounded by black and white cells never gets changed.

The essential property of this local rule is that if a position ~p contains a

black, then in the next time step either its northern neighbor or its western

neighbor also contains a black. This is not immediately obvious, so some

kind of proof is needed:

Suppose that the western neighbor of~p does not become a black. This

means that it is part of a blank rectangle surrounded by blackand white

tiles. So, it must on the right border of this rectangle and, hence in~p there

is one of the three following tiles:

Figure 18: A blank rectangle of size7 × 3.
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Similarly, if the northern neighbor of~p does not get turned into a black, then

it must lie on the lower border of a blank rectangle, hence it has to be one

of the following tiles:

If neither of them gets turned into a black, then a tile of the first group will

be a neighbor with a tile from the second group, and since theycannot be

a part of a blank rectangle, they both change to black. This contradiction

proves our claim.

We are now ready to describe how the bits are updated: If a cellis inactive,

then its bit does not change. If a cell is active, then:

• If its western neighbor is active, then it copies the bit of this neighbor,

else

• if its northern neighbor is active, then it copies the bit of this neighbor,

else

• the bit remains unchanged.

G is not sensitive: Indeed, given any finite observation window E, we can

construct a blank rectangleR surrounded by black and white tiles such that

R ⊇ E. Consider, then, a configurationc ∈ (C × {0, 1})Z
2

with R on

its control layer and arbitrary bits. Then, changes made outside fromR

never propagate inR, a fortiori neither inE. This means that for every

finite observation windowE there exists a finite domainD(= R) and a

configurationc such that ife ∈ Cyl(c,D), thenGn(e) ∈ Cyl(Gn(c), E).

Therefore, G is not sensitive.

However,G does not have any equicontinuity points, neither. Indeed, letc ∈

SZ
2

be an arbitrary configuration. Either the control layer ofc is completely

white, in which casec is not an equicontinuity point since every black tile

will eventually spread everywhere in the plane, orG(c) has black in some

position~n of the control layer. In this case, letE = {~n}. We will show that

no matter how large a square domainD ⊆ SZ
2

is chosen, changes made to

c outside fromD will eventually propagate intoE.
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. . .. . .

Figure 19: An equicontinuity point forF .

For any square domainD ⊆ SZ
2
, consider the two configurationsc0 andc1

that agree withc insideD and have black control layer outsideD. In c0 all

bits outsideD are equal to0, while in c1 they are equal to1. According to

the fundamental property ofG proven before, in the control layers (which

are always the same forc0 andc1) there will eventually appear a path of

black cells connected~n to the upper or left halfplane outsideD. Then, inc0
the bit0 will get transmitted to position~n and inc1 the1 will get transmitted

to position~n. Hence, for somet ≥ 1 eitherGt(c0)(~n) or Gt(c1)(~n) is

different thanGt(c)(~n). This means thatc is not an equicontinuity point.

2. In order to construct a2-D CA F that has a non-empty, non-dense set of

equicontinuity points, we have to change a little bit the previous construc-

tion. The only difference is thatF turns a white cell to black if and only if

it has a black neighbor.F has equicontinuity points: any configuration of

infinitely many nested blank rectangles is an equicontinuity point. Indeed,

let e ∈ SZ
2

be such a configuration and letE ⊆ SZ
2

be a finite observation

window. We can find a blank rectangleR such thatR ⊇ E. Then, changes

made ine outside ofR will never propagate intoE, since the boundary of

R prevents them from penetrating.

However, if a configuration has a black cell, then it is not an equicontinuity

point. This can be proved in the same way as forG.
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There also exists a dimension-sensitive property concerning positive expan-

siveness. The following theorem was first proved by Shereshevsky in a much

more general setting.

Theorem 15. [She93] Ford ≥ 2, no d-D CA is positively expansive.

Proof. Suppose thatG is ad-dimensional positively expansive CA and letE be

a finite observation window confirming positive expansiveness. Since, obviously,

every set containingE is also a witness of positive expansiveness, we can suppose

thatE is a(2k + 1)d hypercube centered around the origin. We denote byDi the

hypercube of size(2i+ 1)d centered around the origin.

Now, let us show that there exists somen ≥ 1 such that for any configurations

c, e ∈ SZ
d

if Gt(c)(~x) = Gt(e)(~x) for every0 ≤ t ≤ n and~x ∈ E = Dk, then

c(~y) = e(~y), for every~y ∈ Dk+1.

Suppose the contrary: For everyn ≥ 1 there exist configurationsen, cn ∈ SZ
d

such thatGt(cn)(~x) = Gt(en)(~x) for every0 ≤ t ≤ n and~x ∈ Dk, but c(~y) 6=

e(~y) for some~y ∈ Dk+1. Let c, e be the limit of converging subsequences of these

sequences. SinceDk+1 is a finite set,c(~y) 6= e(~y) for some~y ∈ Dk+1. However,

Gt(c)(~x) = Gt(e)(~x) for all ~x ∈ Dk = E and allt ≥ 0, which contradicts positive

expansiveness. Therefore, our initial claim is true.

c
G(c)
G2(c)

Gt−1(c)
Gt(c)

...
...

-�

2k + 1

2(k + 1) + 1
-�

Figure 20: The statesGt(c)(~x) for ~x ∈ E

and0 ≤ t ≤ n determinec(~y) for ~y ∈ Dk+1.

This means that the statesGt(c)(~x) for ~x ∈ E and 0 ≤ t ≤ n uniquely

determinec(~y) for ~y ∈ Dk+1. Inductively, we can easily prove that for anyj ≥ 0,
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the statesGt(c)(~x) for ~x ∈ Dk+j and0 ≤ t ≤ n uniquely determinec(~y) for

~y ∈ Dk+j+1.

In addition, for everyj ≥ 1 the statesGt(c)(~x) for ~x ∈ E and0 ≤ t ≤ jn

uniquely determinec(~y) for ~y ∈ Dk+j. This can be seen in figure 21:

A contradiction now arises from the fact that ford ≥ 2 the volume ofDk+j

grows faster than the size ofDk × {0, 1, 2, . . . , jn} asj increases. Indeed, for

sufficiently largej

| Dk+j |= (2k + 2j + 1)d > (2k + 1)d(jn+ 1) =| Dk × {0, 1, 2, . . . , jn} | .

This means that for some sufficiently largej, there exist two configurationsc, e

that are not identical inDk+j althoughGt(c)(~x) = Gt(e)(~x) for every0 ≤ t ≤ jn

and~x ∈ Dk. This is a contradiction, hence our initial assumption thatthere exists

a2-D positively expansive CA must be wrong.

?

6
?

6

?

6

?

6

n

n

n

n

-�

2k + 1

2(k + j) + 1

-�

Figure 21: The statesGt(c)(~x) for ~x ∈ E and0 ≤ t ≤ jn uniquely determine

c(~y) for ~y ∈ Dk+j.

Finally, as a last testimony of the usefulness of Wang tiles in CA problems, we

will use aperiodic tile sets to give examples of2-D CAs with behavior that is not

possible in the1-D case. For example, it is known that ifG is a1-D CA andGP

is injective, thenG is injective, too. The following example shows that this is not

always true in the2-D case:
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Consider the CAG constructed in the proof of Theorem 11.G is not injective:

Indeed, ift is any valid tiling with Kari’s tile set, consider the configurationsc0
andc1 defined in the usual way. Then,G(c1) = G(c0).

However,G is injective on periodic configurations. Suppose that it is not.

Then, there exist two periodic configurationsc, e such thatG(c) = G(e). Config-

urationsc ande have the same tiling components. Consider a position~p1 where

their bits are different. Using the standard argument concerning Kari’s tile set,

we conclude that their exists an infinite path~p1, ~p2, ~p3, . . . where the tiling is

valid. According to the plane-filling property, this path must cover arbitrarily

large squares. However,c and e are periodic so every path they define is also

periodic and it is impossible for a periodic path to cover arbitrarily large squares.

This contradiction proves our claim.

Using any aperiodic tile set, we can also construct examplesof 2-D CAs with

fixed points but without any periodic fixed points or with a periodic point that has a

pre-image but does not have any periodic pre-image. Both of these are impossible

in 1-D .
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4 Subshifts of Finite Type

4.1 Preliminaries

In this chapter we will make a more sytematic study of thed-D full shift and its

subshifts. The book [LM95] is, and will probably be for quite a long timeto

come, the standard reference for the1-D case. The following definitions are an

easy generalization tod-D of the corresponding definitions for the1-D case.

If S is a finite alphabetof n letters, then the space(SZ
d

, T ) is a compact

topological space, whereT is the topology defined in Section 2.1. We can de-

fine aZd-actionσ on SZ
d

as follows: To every~v ∈ Zd we assign theshift-map

σ~v : SZ
d

→ SZ
d

defined as

σ~v(c)(~x) = c(~x+ ~v), for everyc ∈ SZ
d

and~x ∈ Zd.

As noted in the previous chapter, every shift is a continuousfunction, hence

the pair((SZ
d

, T ), σ) is a dynamical system. We call it thed-D full shift on n

letters. A subshiftX is a subsystem of the full shift, aka a closed, shift-invariant

subset ofSZ
d

. The restrictionσX of σ defines a new dynamical system with base

setX. When there is no danger of misunderstanding, we drop the subscript and

denoteσX asσ, too.

Luckily enough, there exists a simple characterization forthe subshifts ofSZ
d

.

Recall that a pattern is a pair(D, p) whereD is a finite subset ofZd andp : D →

S assigns values to the cells ofD. We say that(D, p) appearsin c ∈ SZ
d

at

position~x if c~x+D = p. Let F = {(D1, p1), (D2, p2), (D3, p3), . . .} be a, finite

or infinite, set offorbiddenpatterns. The subshiftSF defined byF is the set of

all configurations where no pattern(Di, pi) appears at no position of the plane,

namely

SF = {c ∈ SZ
d

: c~x+Di
6= pi, for every~x ∈ Zd and everyi = 1, 2, 3, . . .}.

It can be easily proven that for every set of patternsF , SF is indeed a closed,

shift-invariant subset ofSZ
d

, therefore a subshift. What is more interesting is that

everysubshift can be defined as aSF for some suitable set ofF of forbidden

patterns. Notice that, as a rule, there are a lot of sets of forbidden patterns that

define the same subshift.
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If a subshiftX can be defined using a finite set of forbidden patterns, then itis

called asubshift of finite type(SFT from now on). SFTs will be our main object

of study in the subsequent sections, so some observations are in order:

• By enlarging the domain of the forbidden patterns, we can suppose that all

of them have the same domain and that this domain is thed-D hypercube

[−m,m]d, for somem ≥ 1. In this case, we can check if a configuration

belongs toX by moving a window of size[−m,m]d around every position

of the plane and checking if the pattern we see in the window isforbid-

den. Equivalently, we can defineX with its set ofallowedpatterns of size

[−m,m]d.

• As noted in the first chapter, the set of valid tilings admitted by a Wang tile

set is a SFT. Also, every SFT is conjugate, in the sense that will be defined

shortly, to ad-D Wang tile set.

We denote byRN(X) the set ofallowablepatterns ofX with domain a hyper-

cube of size2N + 1 centered in the origin:

RN(X) = {(D, p) : D = [−N,N ]d and no forbidden pattern appears inp}

Let X ⊆ SZ
d

be an arbitrary subshift (not necessarily of finite type) andlet

f : RN(X) → T be a function mapping blocks of sizeN appearing inX to

letters ofT , whereT is an arbitrary finite alphabet. Then,f defines ablock code

F : X → T Z
d

in exactly the same way as CA are defined. Namely,

F (c)(~x) = f(c(~x+ [−N,N ]d)), for everyc ∈ X and~x ∈ Zd.

Exactly as in the case of CA, we can prove that block maps are continuous and

commute with the corresponding shift actions., that isσ ◦F = F ◦σX . An analog

of Proposition 6 is also true: Every shift-commuting, continuous transformation

F : X → T Z
d

is a block map.

If a block mapF : X → Y is surjective, then it is called afactor map. If F is

bijective and its inverse is also a block map, then it is aconjugacy.

A subshiftY is called asofic shiftif it is a factor of a SFT, that is if there exists

a SFTX and a surjective block mapF : X → Y . We say thatX is acoverof Y .
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Topological entropy of subshifts has the following nice combinatorial descrip-

tion: If X is a subshift andBN(X) is the set of allowable patterns with domain

[0, N − 1]d, then

h(X) = lim
N→∞

log(|BN(X)|)

Nd
.

For the full shift we have that|BN(SZ
d

)| = |S|N
d

, since no pattern is forbid-

den, henceh(SZ
d

) = log(|S|).

Finally, let us state that for reasons of simplicity, all of the proofs in this chap-

ter will be given for the2-D case. However, they can be easily generalized in the

higher-dimensional cases.

4.2 SFTs and their subshifts

In this section we are going to talk about SFTs and the entropies of their sub-

systems. First of all, we prove that in every dimension the entropies of the SFT

subshifts of a SFTX with positive topological entropyh(X) > 0 are dense in

[0, h(X)]. We will then turn our attention to sofic shifts and ask the same ques-

tion about them: Are the entropies of the SFT subsystems of a sofic shiftS with

positive topological entropyh(S) > 0 dense in[0, h(S)]? We will prove a partial

result, namely that the entropies of the sofic subsystems ofS are dense. Ford ≥ 2

this is indeed the best we can hope for, since there existd-D sofic shifts with arbi-

trarily large topological entropy whose only SFT subsystemis a fixed point. Most

of the material of this section is based on Desai’s paper [Des05].

Let X be a2-D SFT. As noted before, we can assume thatX is a one-step

SFT, in other words the set of valid tilings of a Wang tile set.For everyN ≥ 2,

we construct another equal entropy SFTY(N) that factors ontoX as follows:

The alphabet ofY(N) is the disjoint union of two copies of the alphabet ofX.

The tiles from the first copy are colored white while the tilesfrom the second copy

are colored gray. Letπ : AY(N)
→ AX be the projection that forgets the colors.

A configurationc ∈ AZ
2

Y(N)
belongs toY(N) if there is a~n ∈ Z2 such thatc(~z) is

colored gray if and only if~z ∈ ~n+ ((NZ × Z) ∪ (Z ×NZ)), and if by removing

the colors we obtain a point inX. The elements ofY(N) are thus points ofX

”sandwiched” with a grid-like pattern looking like this:
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...

...

. . .. . .

We can examine whether a configurationc ∈ AZ
2

Y(N)
is in Y(N) using a(N +

1) × (N + 1) observation window. In every point, in the first layer we mustsee

a pattern fromBN+1(X) and in the second layer a pattern of one of the following

forms:

Hence,Y(N) can be defined with its set of allowable(N + 1)-blocks so it is a

SFT. LetΠ(N) : Y(N) → X be the map induced byπ. Π(N) is obviously onto and

N2-to-1 since there areN2 ways to place the gridlike background on an element

of X.

The following three Lemmas are valid in every dimension.

Lemma 7. [MS01] LetX,Y ⊆ SZ
d

be subshifts. IfΠ: X → Y is finite-to-one,

thenh(Π(X ′)) = h(X ′), for every subsystemX ′ ⊆ X.
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Lemma 8. If X is a SFT andX1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ X3 ⊇ . . . is a decreasing sequence

of SFTs such that
⋂∞

i=1Xi ⊆ X, then there exist ak ≥ 1 such thatXn ⊆ X for

everyn ≥ k.

Proof. Let p1, p2, . . . , pr be the forbidden patterns ofX. Since
⋂∞

i=1Xi ⊆ X, for

every1 ≤ m ≤ r there exists akm such thatpm is forbidden inXkm
. Choose

k = max km
1≤m≤r

. Then, all of the patternsp1, p2, . . . , pr are forbidden inXk, hence

Xk ⊆ X. Since the sequence of SFTs is decreasing,Xn ⊆ X for everyn ≥

k.

Lemma 9. LetX be a SFT andX ′ ⊆ X be a subshift ofX. Then, there exists a

decreasing sequence of SFTsX1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ X3 ⊇ . . . such thatX ′ =
⋂∞

i=1Xi.

Proof. We know thatX ′ can be defined with a, possibly infinite, set of forbidden

patterns. LetF = {p1, p2, . . .} be this set and letXk be the SFT with forbidden

patternsFk = {p1, p2, . . . , pk}. Obviously,X ′ =
⋂∞

i=1Xk. Notice thatX ′ does

not need to be a SFT.

Combining the two previous Lemmas, we have the following Proposition:

Proposition 10. Let X be a SFT andX ′ ⊆ X be a subsystem ofX. Then,

there exists a SFT subsystem ofX with topological entropy arbitrarily close to

the topological entropy ofX ′.

Proof. From Lemma 9, we know that there exists a decreasing sequenceof SFTs

X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ X3 ⊇ . . . such that
⋂∞

i=1Xi = X ′. SinceX ′ ⊆ X, by Lemma

8 we know that there exists somek ≥ 1 such thatXn ⊆ X for everyn ≥ k.

Also, since the entropy function is upper semi-continuous on subshifts, we have

that lim
i→∞

h(Xi) = h(X ′). Hence there exists some SFT subsystem ofX with

topological entropy arbitrarily close toh(X ′).

Proposition 10 implies that ifX is a SFT withh(X) > 0 and if there ex-

ists a family of arbitrary subshifts ofX whose topological entropies are dense in

[0, h(X)], then there also exists a family of SFT subshifts ofX with the same

property. In the following, we will prove that there exists afamily of sofic shifts

whose entropies are dense in[0, h(X)] and, thus, we will have proved the follow-

ing Proposition:
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Proposition 11. LetX be a SFT. Then, there exists a family of SFT subshifts of

X whose entropies are dense in[0, h(X)].

Proof. As noted, it suffices to prove the existence of a family of soficsubshifts of

X whose entropies are dense in[0, h(X)]. We setα = |AX |. In order to prove

the existence of such a family of sofic subsystems, let us go back to the SFTsY(N)

constructed earlier.

Let us choosel ≥ 1 such thatlog l − log (l − 1) < ε. Sinceh(X) > 0, for

all sufficiently largeN there is at least one border of a block inBN+1(X) whose

interior can be completed to an allowed(N + 1)-block ofX in more thanl ways.

Let us chooseN large enough so that the following inequalities are also satisfied:

16N

(N + 1)2
logα <

ε

3
4

(N + 1)2
log l <

ε

3
2

(N + 1)2
logN <

ε

3

For thisN constructY(N) and letΠ(N) : Y(N) → X be as in the construction

above. Let us denote byB0
kN+1(Y(N)) the set of(kN + 1)-blocks allowed inY(N)

where border symbols of the square are colored gray. Then,

B0
kN+1(Y(N)) = BkN+1(X) andBkN+1(Y(N)) = N2B0

kN+1(Y(N)),

since there areN2 for the position of the grid on a configuration ofY(N).

We will now construct a decreasing sequence of SFT subsystems ofY(N) such

that their entropies areǫ-dense in[0, h(Y(N))]. Let Y0 = Y(N) and defineYi in-

ductively fromYi−1 by disallowing one block ofB0
N+1(Yi−1) whose gray border

has more thanl allowable interiors. According to the choice ofN the first step

of the induction is valid. This procedure will eventually terminate, since there are

only a finite number of blocks inB0
N+1(Y(N)), giving us the last elementYM of the

sequence. This means that for everyB ∈ B0
N+1(YM), the outer boundary∂B of

B can be completed to a(N + 1)-valid block inYM in at mostl ways. Obviously,

Y0 ⊇ Y1 ⊇ . . . ⊇ YM .

We prove first thath(Yi−1) − h(Yi) < ǫ for everyi = 1, 2, . . . ,m:
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Indeed, every gray border∂B of someB ∈ B0
N+1(Yi−1) is also a border of

some block inB0
N+1(Yi). Thus, the number of allowable interiors of∂B in Yi is

at leastl−1
l
× the number of allowable interiors of∂B in Yi−1.

Given a positive integerk ≥ 1 fix the gray symbols in an element of

B0
kN+1(Yi). Considering in how many ways this can be completed into an al-

lowable block ofYi we have that:

|ways to complete into a block ofYi| ≥

≥ |(
l − 1

l
)k2

ways to complete into a block ofYi−1|.

This means that|B0
kN+1(Yi)| ≥ ( l−1

l
)k2

|B0
kN+1(Yi−1)| hence that

|BkN+1(Yi)| ≥ |B0
kN+1(Yi)|

≥ (
l − 1

l
)k2

|B0
kN+1(Yi−1)|

≥ (
l − 1

l
)k2

|B(k−1)N+1(Yi−1)|,

and therefore

h(Yi) = lim
k→∞

(
1

kN + 1
)2 log |BkN+1(Yi)|

≥ lim
k→∞

[(
1

kN + 1
)2 log(

l − 1

l
)k2

+
1

(kN + 1)2
log |B(k−1)N+1(Yi−1)|]

=
1

N2
log

l − 1

l
+ h(Yi−1)

> h(Yi−1) − ε.

This proves our claim.

Next, we go on to prove thath(YM) < ǫ :

Indeed, there are at mostα4N possible boundaries for configurations in

B0
N+1(YM), since the perimeter of the(N + 1) × (N + 1) square is4N . For ev-

ery one of these possible perimeters, (some of them might noteven be allowed in

YM ) there are at mostl ways to complete them into a valid pattern inB0
N+1(YM).

Hence|B0
N+1(YM)| ≤ α4N l. As everyB ∈ BN+1(YM) touches at most four

blocks ofB0
N+1(YM), we have that
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|BN+1(YM)| ≤ α16N l4N2.

Hence,

h(YM) ≤
1

(N + 1)2
log |BN+1(YM)|

≤
1

(N + 1)2
logα16N +

1

(N + 1)2
log l4 +

1

(N + 1)2
logN2

< ε.

Therefore, the topological entropiesh(Y0), h(Y1), . . . , h(YM) are ǫ-dense in

[0, h(Y(N))].

Consider, now, the sofic subshiftsX0, X1, . . . , XM of X defined asXi =

Π(N)(Yi) for every 0 ≤ i ≤ M . Π(N) is finite-to-one, hence Lemma 7 says

thath(Xi) = h(Yi) for every0 ≤ i ≤ M , and sinceh(X) = h(Y(N)), the topo-

logical entropies ofX0, X1, . . . , XM areǫ-dense in[0, h(X)]. This ends the proof

of Proposition 11.

Next, let us turn our attention to sofic shifts. By definition, if T is a sofic shift,

there exists a SFTS and a shift-commuting surjectionπ : S → T . S is called a

coverof T . Naturally,h(S) ≥ h(T ). The question is: How close toh(T ) can

h(S) be? In a mathematically more rigorous way, we can ask if everysofic shift

has an equal entropy cover. In the1-D case, this is true, see [CP75]. In thed-D

case the best result that is known at the time of writing is:

Theorem 16.LetT be ad-D sofic shift andε > 0. Then,T has a SFT coverS with

factor mapπ : S → T such thath(S) < h(T )+ε. Moreover,h(S ′) < h(π(S ′))+ε

for every subshiftS ′ ⊆ SZ
d

of S.

Proof. SinceT is sofic, there exists a SFTR and a shift-commuting surjection

φ : R → T . We can suppose thatR andT have disjoint alphabets, thatR is a

one-step SFT and thatφ is a 1-block code. For everyN ≥ 1 we construct the

following SFTS(N):

The alphabet ofS(N) is the union of the alphabets ofT andR. For every

allowable(N + 1)-block ofR, replace the interior letters by their images through

φ and leave the boundary letters as they are. LetB0
N+1(S(N)) denote the set of all

such blocks. A configurationc ∈ AZ
2

S(N)
belongs toS(N) if there exists~n ∈ Z2
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such thatc(~z) is a letter fromAR if and only if ~z ∈ ~n + (NZ × Z) ∪ (NZ × Z)

and, in addition, the pattern of every(N + 1) × (N + 1) grid square belongs to

B0
N+1(S(N)). Therefore, in everyc ∈ S(N) there exists an orthogonal grid of size

(N + 1) × (N + 1) with letters fromAR and the rest of the letters belong toAT .

Clearly,S(N) is a SFT. Defineπ : S(N) → T to be the1-block map that sends

letters ofAR to their images underφ and leaves the letters ofAT unchanged. We

claim that the image ofπ is contained inT and thatπ is surjective:

For any blockB ∈ B0
N+1(S(N)) there exists a blockB′ ∈ BN+1(R) with the

same boundary such that when we change the interior symbols of B′ with their

images underφ we takeB. Make such a choice for everyB ∈ B0
N+1(S(N)). Let

c ∈ AZ
d

(N) be an element ofS(N). Replace every(N + 1)-block of the gridlike

structure with the corresponding blockB′. SinceR is a one-step SFT, this defines

an elementψ(c) of R andπ(c) = φ(ψ(c)). Hence, the image ofπ is contained in

T .

Next, letz ∈ T . Sinceφ is surjective, there exists somey ∈ R with φ(y) = z.

Given thisy, leave the symbols in(NZ×Z)∪ (NZ×Z) unchanged and replace

the rest of them with their images throughφ. It can be immediately checked that

this defines a pointc in S(N) and thatπ(c) = φ(y) = z. Hence,π is also onto and,

therefore, a factor map.

Finally, we show thath(S(N)) < h(T ) + ε for largeN :

Let α = |AR|. There are at mostα4N possible borders for blocks in

B0
N+1(S(N)) and each of them has at most|BN(T )| interiors. Therefore,

|B0
N+1(S(N))| ≤ α4N |BN(T )| and since there areN2 possible locations for the

grid,

|BN+1(S(N))| ≤ α4N |BN(T )|N2.

Thus, we have the following inequalities:

h(S(N)) ≤
1

(N + 1)2
log |BN+1(S(N))|

≤
4N

(N + 1)2
logα+

1

(N + 1)2
|BN(T )| + log

N2

(N + 1)2

< h(T ) + ε, for large values of N.

The second claim of the Theorem can be proved similarly.
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We note again that it is still not known whether every multi-dimensional sofic

shift has a SFT cover of equal entropy.

Theorem 17.LetT be ad-D sofic shift withh(T ) > 0. Then, there exists a family

of sofic subshifts ofT with dense topological entropies in[0, h(T )]. However, for

everyd ≥ 2, there ared-D sofic shifts with arbitrarily large topological entropy

whose only SFT subshift is a fixed point.

Proof. For the proof of the first claim, letT be ad-D subshift andε > 0. Construct

the SFT coverS of T as in Theorem 16. By Proposition 11 we know that there

exists a family(Si)i∈N of SFT subshifts ofS with topological entropies dense in

[0, h(S)]. The images of these subshifts underπ are sofic subshifts ofT and their

entropies areε-close to the entropies of the members of(Si)i∈N. As ε can be

arbitrarily small, we conclude our claim.

For the second claim of the Theorem, see [BPS10]. In that paper, there is

explicitly constructed an example of ad-D sofic shift with entropyM , whereM

can be arbitrarily large, whose only SFT subsystem is a fixed point.

We state again that the1-D case is drastically different. Namely, ifT is a

1-D sofic shift with positive topological entropyh(T ), then there always exists a

family of SFT subsystems ofT with entropies dense in[0, h(T )].

4.3 Factoring onto the full shift

In the theory of dynamical systems, a frequently asked question is whether a dy-

namical system factors onto another and if there is some set of necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for the existence of a factor map between classes of dynamical

systems. In this chapter, we will deal with this question in the following context:

When does ad-D SFT factor onto thed-D full shift on n lettersXd,n?

Obviously, a necessary condition is thath(X) ≥ h(Xd,n) = log n. Is it also

sufficient? For1-D SFTs, the answer is yes, see [LM95]. Ford-D SFTs, it is

not. This has been proven separately for the casesh(X) = log n in [BS09] and

h(X) > log n in [BPS10]. We will describe neither of these counterexamples

here, since the first one is based on results of ergodic theoryand the second one is

prohibitively long. However, as it usually happens in the theory ofd-D SFTs, we

will prove that with the additional assumption of a ”strong”-mixing property, it is
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(E1, p1)

(E2, p2)

Figure 22: Gluing allowable patterns in a corner-gluing SFT.

true thatX factors onXd,n if and only if h(X) ≥ log n. Most of the material of

this section is based on Desai’s article [Des09]

Let ~k be a non-negative vector. We denote byR~k
the rectangle{(x, y) : 0 ≤

x < k1 and0 ≤ y < k2}.

Let us first introduce our notion of ”strong”-mixing: IfX is ad-D SFT, then

X is calledcorner-gluing[JM05], if there exists ag > 0 such that given any

allowable patternsp1 andp2 on domainsE1 = R~k
+~k′−~k andE2 = R~k′\(R~k+g~c

+

(~k′ − ~k − g~c)), where~k, ~k′ ∈ Nd, ~c = (1, 1, . . . , 1) and~k′ > ~k + g~c, there exists

a configurationx ∈ X with x|E1 = p1 andx|E2 = p2. g is called thegluing

constant. Look at figure 22 for a graphical explanation:

The grey-colored area is called thegluing band. The condition of the corner-

gluing property can also be expressed by saying that(E1, p1) and (E2, p2) are

g-separated. We also say thatp1 andp2 areglued togetheror thatp1 is glued to

p2 when there is no ambiguity about the domains ofp1 andp2. From now on, we

will often refer to patterns using only their domains, when there is no danger of

confusion. Also, once the formal definition has been writtendown explicitly once,

we will never use it again. Instead, we will rather talk with and about pictures,

like in the following lemma:

Lemma 10. Let X ⊆ AZ
d

be a corner-gluing SFT andR1,R2 be rectangular

patterns. Ifd∞(R1, R2) ≥ g, thenR1 andR2 can be glued together.

Proof. First of all, extend the domain ofR1 to a corner configurationC1 and

extendR2 to C2 so as to align it withC1. Then,C1 andC2 are alsog-separated,

so they can be glued together. Hence,R1 andR2 can also be glued together.
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Figure 23: Gluing togetherg-separated rectangles.

Remark 3. What Lemma 10 actually says is that every corner-gluing2-D SFT

is alsoblock-gluing. For the definition of block-gluingness and the description

of a whole hierarchy of mixing conditions for2-D SFTs, see [BPS10]. Without

giving further details, we just mention that in2-D , we can define at least four

non-equivalent different mixing conditions while the1-D analogue of all these

mixing conditions is equivalent to normal mixing, see also [LM95].

Before proving the main Theorem of this section, we still needone more def-

inition: Let R ⊆ Zd and~v ∈ Zd,~v 6= ~0. A patternp onR is called~v-periodic if

whenever~w and ~w + ~v belong toR, we have thatp(~w) = p(~w + ~v).

~v

Figure 24: A~v-periodic pattern.

Lemma 11. LetX ⊆ AZ
d

be a corner-gluing SFT withh(X) > 0 and gluing

constantg. Then, for everyf, c ∈ N and allowed squareF ∈ Bf (X), there exists

some squareM ∈ B(X) with F appearing in each one of its four corners such

thatM is not~v-periodic whenever|~v|∞ < c.
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Proof. Let Q0 ∈ Bc(X) be any admissible square of sidec and ~v1, ~v2, . . . , ~vm

be the periodicity vectors ofQ0 with |~v|∞ < c. We will construct a sequence

Q0, Q1, . . . , Qm of squares such that fori = 1, 2, . . . ,m:

1. Qi is an extension ofQi−1, and

2. Qi is not~vi-periodic.

Then, as one can easily see,Qm is not~v-periodic for any vector~v with |~v|∞ <

c.

Qi−1

β

?

6

�

g

-
g

α

-�

6

?

km

kn

Figure 25: ConstructingYi fromQi−1.

Suppose that we have already constructedQi−1 ∈ Bl(X) for somel ∈ N and

thatvi = (m,n), wherem,n ≥ 0. Let α be the letter appearing in the lower left

corner ofQi−1. Sinceh(X) > 0, there is a letterβ 6= α appearing in an element

of X. Considerβ as a1 × 1 rectangle and place it in position(km, kn), where

k ∈ N is such thatkm, kn > l + g. SinceX is corner-gluing, we can glueβ to

Qi−1. Let Yi be the rectangle thus obtained.Yi is not ~vi-periodic as this would

imply thatα = β. ExtendYi to an allowed square in order to getQi. Then,Qi is

not ~vi-periodic, too.

We can treat the casesm ≥ 0, n < 0 or m < 0, n ≥ 0 or m < 0, n < 0

similarly. The only thing that changes is the placement of the letterβ.
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Figure 26: ConstructingM fromQm.

Having constructedQm ∈ Br(X) for somer ∈ N, it is easy to extend it to

a square patternM with F appearing in every one of its corners. Just place four

copies ofF aroundQm as in the following figure and glue them one-by-one to

Qm according to Lemma 10.

Theorem 18. LetX be ad-D corner-gluing SFT withh(X) > log n. Then,X

factors onto thed-D n-full shiftXd,n.

Proof. By Theorem 11, we know that there exists a proper subsystemY of X

with h(Y ) > log n. SinceY ( X, there exists some square patternF ∈ B(X)

which is forbidden forY . Let f be its size. ConstructM usingF as in Lemma

11, and forc = 2(f + g). Let the side length ofM bem.

Let us consider the patternL appearing in Figure 3.6, wherel ∈ N andG ∈

B(Y ) can be any rectangular pattern of sizem× l (or l×m), l ∈ N, and the grey

regions are the necessary gluing strips needed to hold the patterns together.

Notice that, sinceG ∈ B(Y ), F does not appear inG. The upper right corner

of L, (marked with a black dot in the figure above) is called theinside cornerof

L.

Next, for everyG′ ∈ Bl(Y ), we construct thefollower patternwith central

blockG′ of Figure 3.7.
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G

G

M M

M

Figure 27: A L-shaped configuration and its inside corner.

As before,G ∈ B(Y ) can be any allowed block of the appropriate size and the

grey regions are gluing strips. Hence, there there does not exist a unique follower

pattern with central blockG′, but rather a whole family of them obtained by letting

the blocksG vary among all the allowable blocks ofY . However, we are going

to abuse the terminology and talk aboutthe follower pattern with central block

G′, since we don’t care about the patternsG. SinceX is corner-gluing, for every

G′ ∈ Bl(Y ), there is a choice for the gluing strips such that the patternof figure

3.8 with central blockG′ is allowed inX.

We will refer to such patterns asD1, D2, . . .. Don’t forget that the blocks

labeledG in the previous picture are not necessarily the same. They are just some

blocks allowed inY . Let J = l + 2g + m. Then, every follower pattern is a

member ofBJ(X). Since for everyG′ ∈ Bl(Y ) there exists a follower pattern

with central patternG′, we deduce that the number of follower patterns is at least

Bl(Y ). In addition, ash(Y ) > 0 we have that

lim
l→∞

(
log |Bl(Y )|

l2
) > logN ⇒

⇒ lim
l→∞

(
(l + 2g +m)2

l2
log |Bl(Y )|

(l + 2g +m)2
) > logN ⇒

⇒
log |Bl(Y )|

(l + 2g +m)2
) > logN, for l large enough⇒

⇒ Bl(Y ) > NJ2

, for l large enough.

For such a fixed, large enoughl, we partition its followers intoNJ2
different

setsF1, F2, . . . , FNJ2 according to their central block. ( To be honest, this is not
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G

G M

G′

Figure 28: Thefollower patternwith central blockG′.

a partition since there are more thanNJ2
followers, so some of them will be left

over, although this really doesn’t matter.)

We claim that ifD1 andD2 occur at different places in a configurationx ∈ X,

then their follower parts do not intersect.

Indeed, letD1 andD2 occur in different places inx and such that their follower

parts intersect. We can assume that the lower left corner ofD1 lies on the origin of

the plane. Let~v be the coordinate of the lower left corner ofD2. Then,|~v∞| > c =

2(f + g), since , by construction,M is not~u-periodic for any~u with |~u|∞ < c.

Similarly, |~v∞| ≤ J − c, since otherwise the lower left cornerM of D2 would

intersect too much with someM of D1, or the follower parts ofD1 orD2 would

not intersect. Now, sinceM was constructed with aF in every corner andc =

2(f+g), we conclude that at least one subblockF ofD2 occurs entirely into some

G or inG′ ofD1. However, this is impossible, sinceF is forbidden inY andG,G′

are chosen fromB(Y ). Hence, the follower patterns ofD1 andD2 cannot overlap.

G

G M

G′

G

G

M M

M

Figure 29: Generic form of aD pattern.

We are now ready to describe the factor mapφ betweenX andX2,n. Let

E1, E2, . . . , ENJ2 be all the(J × J)-patterns in alphabet{0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. We
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define the obvious bijectionπ : {F1, F2, . . . , FNJ2} → {E1, E2, . . . , ENJ2}. Let

x ∈ X be an arbitrary configuration and~w a position of the plane. First of all, the

local rule ofφ checks if~w belongs in the follower pattern of someD (this can be

checked with a window of size2(J + g + m)). If it doesn’t, thenφ(x(~w)) = 0.

Otherwise, thanks to the previous claim, we know that there exists a uniqueD

such that~w belongs to its follower part. Therefore, there exist unique~u and~z

such that~w = ~u+~z, the inside corner ofD lies on~u and0 < zi ≤ J , for i = 1, 2.

Then, if the follower part ofD belongs toFk, we mapx(~w) toEk(~z). This can be

seen more clearly in the following figure:

G

G M

G′ ∈ Fk

G

G

M M

M

x(~w) φ(x(~w))Ek

It is obvious that in this way, the whole follower part ofD gets mapped toEk.

By the previous discussion,φ is well-defined. It is also continuous and shift-

commuting, as it is defined with a local rule. We only have to show that it is

surjective:

In order to do that, it suffices to show that square patterns ofarbitrarily large

size have preimages. LetE ∈ BkJ(X2,n) be a square of sizekJ , wherek ∈ N. E

can be decomposed as follows:

. . .

...

...

. . .E(0,0)

E(0,1)

E(0,2)

E(1,0)

E(1,1)

E(k−1,k−1)E(0,k−1)

E(k−1,0)
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. . .

M

M

M M

MG

G

G

G

G M

G(0,0)
G

MG

G(0,1)
G

MG

G(1,0)
G

G M

G

...

Figure 30: Constructing a preimage ofE.

We can construct a preimage ofE in X inductively as follows: Starting with

an L-shaped configuration of lengthkJ + m + g, we focus on the inside corner

thus defined. IfE(0,0) = Ei, for some1 ≤ i ≤ NJ2
, then we place at that corner

a follower pattern fromFi. In this way, we have defined two new inside corners,

where we will place the appropriate follower patterns forE(1,0) andE(0,1), and so

on. In the end, we have a pre-image ofE, (together with a band of 0’s of thickness

g+m on the left and lower edge, but this is not a problem). Hence,φ is surjective

andX factors onto the2-D n-full shift.

4.4 Automorphism groups ofd-D SFTs

The last subject in our brief exposition of multidimensional SFTs is the automor-

phism group of ad-D SFT. Recall that by anautomorphismof a SFTX we mean

a homeomorphism ofX commuting with the shifts. Since these obviously form

a group under composition, the term automorphism group is justified. We denote

this group byaut(X). WhenX = AZ
d

is a full shift, thenaut(X) is just the set

of reversibled-D CA with alphabetA. Generally, Proposition 6 can be general-

ized to say thatF : X → X is an automorphism if and only if it is a bijective

block map, that is there exists somen ≥ 1 and somef : B[−n,n]d → A such that

F (c)(~x) = f(c(~x+ [−n, n]d), for everyc ∈ AZ
d

and every~x ∈ Zd. It follows
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D1

D3

D2

Figure 31: A marker in the special case whenR is a rectangle andS is its interior.

thataut(X) is countable.

Usually, when examining the automorphism group of a SFT we assume some

kind of mixing property, since without such an assumption itis very difficult to

obtain reasonable results. For example, Hedlund in [Hed69]proved that the auto-

morphism group of a1-D full shift contains a copy of every countable direct sum

of finite groups (this means that for every such group, there exists a subgroup of

aut(X) isomorphic to it). Later, it was proved that ifX is a mixing1-D SFT, then

the same is true foraut(X), andaut(X) contains the free group on a countable

number of generators. For results on the automorphism groupof 1-D SFTs, see

[BLR88, KR91].

Much less work has been done and less results are known for thed-D case,

which is of most interest for us. We are going to present a weaker result ford-D

SFTs, assuming the corner-gluing property. Namely, we are going to prove that:

Theorem 19. [War91] LetX be a corner-gluing SFT. Then,aut(X) contains a

copy of every finite group.

Before proving Theorem 19, let us note that recently M. Hochman proved the

same result under the much weaker assumption of positive entropy. However, the

proof is too long to be included in this thesis. Almost all of the arguments dealing

with automorphism groups of SFTs use the notion of markers. In Hochman’s

proof, the existence of a marker is proved with a non-constructive argument, while

our argument is constructive.
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G3

G2 M

G4

G1

M M

M

Figure 32: The markerM . The blocksGi are some random but fixed blocks of

Y ⊂ X of the appropriate size.

Proof. First of all, let us define formally what a marker is. LetR,S ⊆ Zd, R ∩

S = ∅, andD ⊆ AS be a set of patterns with domainS. M ∈ AR is called a

markerfor D if it has the followingtrivial overlap property: if c ∈ AZ
d

satisfies

c|S ∈ D, c|R = M andc|S+~n ∈ D, c|R+~n = M , thenS ∩ (S + ~n) = ∅. Hence, we

can isolate the occurences of patterns fromD usingM .

If M is a marker forD, we can embed a copy ofSym(D) in aut(X), where

Sym(D) denotes the symmetry group ofD: For τ ∈ Sym(D), defineατ ∈

aut(X) as follows. If c ∈ X hasc|S+~n = D1 ∈ D and c|R+~n = M , then

ατ (c)|S+~n = τ(D1). Otherwise,ατ leaves the symbols ofc unchanged. Therefore,

ατ acts by applyingτ to patterns fromD that are marked withM . SinceM is a

marker forD, ατ is well-defined and it is obvious that it is an automorphism ofX

and that the correspondenceτ → ατ embedsSym(D) into aut(X).

If we can construct markers for setsD of arbitrarily large number of elements,

then, according to the previous observation, every finite symmetry group can be

embedded intoaut(X). Since every finite group can be embedded into a finite

symmetry group (Cayley’s theorem), we conclude thataut(X) contains a copy of

every finite group, see [War91].

Luckily enough, this has already been done: namely if we define M as in

Figure 32 and letD be the set of all blocksG′ ∈ Bl(X) that can appear as a

central block of a follower, thenM is marker forD. Indeed, ifM occurs in two

different positions of the plane, then the follower parts donot intersect, therefore

a fortiori, neither the central blocks intersect. In addition, sinceh(X) > 0 the

number of blocks inBl(X) can be arbitrarily large.
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5 Open problems

5.1 Nivat’s conjecture

Let S be a finite alphabet with at least two letters. A1-D word is an element

c ∈ SZ. Wordc is calledperiodicif there exists somem ≥ 1 such thatc(x+m) =

c(x), for everyx ∈ Z. For everyn ≥ 1 we definepc(n) to be the number of

different words of lengthn appearing inc. Formally,

pc(n) = |{x ∈ Sn : there existsi ∈ Z such thatc(i+ [0, n]) = x}|.

We callpc(n) thecomplexity functionof c. The following Theorem character-

izes the periodic words in terms of their complexity function.

Theorem 20. [Morse-Hedlund Theorem]c is periodic if and only if there exists

somen ≥ 1 with pc(n) ≤ n.

A proof can be found in [Lot02].

Similarly, letξ ∈ SZ
2

be a2-D word. ξ is calledperiodicwith period~m ∈ Z2

if ξ(~x + ~m) = ξ(~x), for every~x ∈ Z2. For n1, n2 ≥ 1, let Nξ(n1, n2) be the

number of different rectangular patterns of sizen1 × n2 appearing inξ. Formally,

let B(n1, n2) = {(i, j) : 0 ≤ i < n1 and0 ≤ j < n2} be the rectangle of

sizen1 × n2 with lower left corner in the origin. Then,Nξ(n1, n2) = |{x ∈

Sn1×n2 : there exists(i, j) ∈ Z2 such thatξ((i, j) + B(n1, n2)) = x}|. A natural

question is whether Theorem 20 is true also in the2-D setting, namely whether

it is true that a2-D word is periodic if and only if there existsn1, n2 such that

Nξ(n1, n2) ≤ n1n2. The following example from [BV00] shows that the best we

can hope for is the ”if direction”:

There exists a periodic2-D word ξ such thatNξ(n1, n2) = |S|n1+n2−1, for

everyn1, n2 ≥ 1. Indeed, letc ∈ SZ be a1-D word that contains every finite word

as a subword. For the existence of such a word, see Example 9.4in [RS97]. Let

us defineξ ∈ SZ
2

by ξ(i, j) = c(i+ j). Then,ξ(i+1, j− 1) = c(i+1+ j− 1) =

c(i + j) = ξ(i, j) henceξ is (1,−1) periodic. This means that the letters of a

rectangle are uniquely determined by the letters on the bottom and right edges

of the rectangle, and that these in turn are uniquely determined by the subword

of c of lengthn1 + n2 − 1 observed in the bottom edge of the rectangle as in
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. . .a1 a2 a3 an1

an1+1

an1+n2−1

...

R

I

. . .an1+1 an1+n2+1

a2 a3

a3

Figure 33: A periodic word with many rectangles appearing init.

~z − ~v

~z + ~v
~z

m1

-�

m2 ?6

Figure 34: A graphical statement of lemma 12.

figure 4.1. Since all words of lentghn1 + n2 − 1 appear inc, we conclude that

N(n1, n2) = |S|n1+n2−1.

A similar construction can be given in any dimensiond ≥ 3. In addition, for

d ≥ 3, even the ”if implication” is false. There exists an aperiodic 3−D word

φ ∈ SZ
3

with Nφ(n1, n2, n3) ≤ n1n2n3, for everyn1, n2, n3 ≥ 1, see [ST00]. The

”if direction” for the 2-D case is still open and is known asNivat’s conjecture.

Conjecture 1 (Nivat’s conjecture). Let ξ ∈ SZ
2
. If there existn1, n2 ≥ 1 with

Nξ(n1, n2) ≤ n1n2, thenξ is periodic.

Observe that if Nivat’s conjecture is true, as most people believe it is, then it

will be the first dimension-sensitive property where the differnce is noticed when

going from2-D to 3-D and not from1-D to 2-D . In the rest of this section, we

will give part of the proof of the best currently known resulttowards a positive

answer for Nivat’s conjecture. For other results pointing towards a positive an-

swer, see [EKM03, ST02]. Of course, we should always bear in mind that Nivat’s

conjecture could as well be false.

Theorem 21. [QZ04] Let ξ ∈ SZ
2
. If there existn1, n2 ≥ 1 with Nξ(n1, n2) ≤

1
16
n1n2, thenξ is periodic.
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From now on, we will always assume thatξ ∈ SZ
2

satisfies the hypothesis of

Theorem 21. For vectors~v = (v1, v2), ~z = (z1, z2) ∈ Z2 we say that|~v| < ~z if

and only if |v1| < z1 and|v2| < z2. Finally, we setmi = ⌊ni

4
⌋ andli = ni −mi

for i = 1, 2 and~m = (m1,m2). The proof is based on the following observation:

Lemma 12. For every~z = (z1, z2) ∈ Z2, there exists a vector~v = (v1, v2) with

|~v| ≤ ~m such thatξ(~z +B(l1, l2)) = ξ(~z + ~v +B(l1, l2)) = ξ(~z − ~v +B(l1, l2)).

Proof. Let us consider then1 × n2 rectanglesξ(~y + B(n1, n2)) appearing inξ in

positions~y with zi − mi ≤ yi ≤ zi. The number of these rectangles is(m1 +

1)(m2 + 1) > n1n2

16
≥ Nξ(n1, n2), therefore two of them must be equal. Let

ξ(~y +B(n1, n2)) = ξ(~y′ +B(n1, n2)) and~v = ~y − ~y′.

If ~x ∈ ~z + B(l1, l2), then~x ∈ ~y + B(n1, n2) ∩ ~y′ + B(n1, n2). Also, since

ξ(~y + B(n1, n2)) = ξ(~y − ~v + B(n1, n2)), we conclude thatξ(~x − ~v) = ξ(~x).

Hence,ξ(~z +B(l1, l2)) = ξ(~z − ~v +B(l1, l2)).

In a similar way, we can prove thatξ(~z+B(l1, l2)) = ξ(~z+~v+B(l1, l2)).

We have shown that for every~z ∈ Z2, there exists some vector~v ∈ Z2 with

|~v| ≤ ~m such that thel1 × l2 pattern that appears in position~z is the same as the

l1 × l2 patterns that appear in positions~z ± ~v. We call~v an actual translation

vectorfor this specific appearance ofξ(~z +B(n1, n2)).

We say that~u ∈ Z2 is apotential translation vectorfor a l1 × l2 patternB if

|~u| ≤ ~m, and in additionB(~x) = B(~x + ~u), whenever~x and~x + ~u belong toB.

Using the terminology of Chapter 3, we could rephrase the second condition by

saying that~u is a period ofB.

The following observations about actual and potential translation vectors

should clarify these notions a little bit:

• The notion of an actual translation vector refers to a specific appearance of

a l1 × l2 pattern inξ, while the notion of potential translation vector does

not.

• For everyl1× l2 patternB in ξ, the actual translation vector of each specific

appearance ofB is one of its potential translation vectors. For different

appearances of the same pattern, we might have different actual translation

vectors (hence the terms potential and actual).
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Figure 35: Copies ofB along the lineL~h
.

• Of course, there might be more than one actual translation vector for a spe-

cific appearance of al1 × l2 pattern. This is not a problem. We are only

interested in the fact that there exists at least one.

The proof now is divided in the analysis of two cases. Either there exists a

l1 × l2 pattern all of whose translation vectors are collinear or every l1 × l2 pattern

has at least two non-collinear potential translation vectors. We are only going

to treat the first case which, admittedly, is easier. For the complete proof, see

[QZ04].

So, let us assume thatB is al1 × l2 rectangle all of whose potential translation

vectors are collinear. Let~h = (h1, h2) be a potential translation vector. Withour

loss of generality, we can suppose that the coordinates of~h are positive and that
h2

h1
≤ l2

l1
. In fact, if bothh1 andh2 are negative, then replace~h by −~h. If one

of the coordinates of~h is negative, then reflect around the appropriate axis to get

a 2-D word ξ′ that is periodic if and only ifξ is periodic and whose potential

translation vector is positive. Finally, ifh2

h1
> l2

l1
, then reflect around the main

diagonal. Therefore, we may assume that~h is a positive vector lying under the

main diagonal ofB.

Now, let us consider a specific occurence ofB in ξ. We denote byL~h
the line

that goes through the origin and has slope~h. Using an a appropriate shift, we can

suppose thatB appears in the origin. Since all of the potential translation vetors

of B are collinear, the actual translation vector for this appeareance ofB is t~h,

wheret is rational number and|t~h| ≤ ~m. Therefore,B appears also in position
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±t~h. Similarly, the actual translation vector for the appearance ofB in position

t~h is equal tos~h for some suitables, henceB appears also in position(t + s)~h.

Inductively, we can see thatB is placed all overL~h
, possibly irregularly spaced,

but in such a way that ifB appears in some position ofL~h
, then there is another

appearance ofB onL~h
within horizontal distance at mostm1.

( l1
3
, 0)

(2l1
3
, l2)

W

≥ l2
3

≥ l2
3

ǫ1

ǫ2

Figure 36: The band regionW defined by the linesǫ1 andǫ2.

Next, let us consider the lineǫ1 which goes through point( l1
3
, 0) and has slope

h2

h1
, and the lineǫ2 which goes through(2l1

3
, l2) and has the same slope. LetW be

the infinite band consisting of all the points lying between these two lines. Writing

down explicitly the equations ofǫ1 andǫ2 in analytic form and using some basic

analytical geometry and the fact thath2

h1
≤ l2

l1
, we can show thatǫ1 intersects the

right edge of the rectangle more thanl2
3

away from the upper right corner, and

thatǫ2 intersects the left edge of the rectangle more thanl2
3

away from the origin.

Hence, if~u = (u1, u2) and the points~z and~z + ~u lie on opposite sides of the

band, then|u1| > m1 or |u2| > m2.

Let ~x ∈ W be a lattice point. By definition ofW , ~x + ~h also belongs toW .

As we have already observed, the appearances ofB alongL~h
are spaced out at

horizontal intervals of at mostm1. This means that there exists a copy ofB that

contains~x and lies at a horizontal distance of at mostm1 to the left of~x. Then,

~x + ~h also belongs to this copy ofB as can be seen in Figure 4.5. Since~h is a

period ofB, we conclude thatξ(~x) = ξ(~x + ~h). Since~x ∈ W was arbitrary, we

conclude thatξ is periodic onW .
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Therefore,ξ is periodic with period~h on an infinite band with the property that

if ~z and~z + ~u lie on opposite parts of the band, then|u1| > m1 or |u2| > m2. We

will now show that every infinite band satisfying these properties can be extended

to a larger infinite band satisfying the same properties on which ξ is periodic with

a bounded period. Notice, also, that although our initial assumption was that every

potential vector ofB is parallel to~h, the existence ofW follows from the weaker

assumption that there exists an appearance ofB such that for each appearance of

B onL~h
all of its actual translation vectors are parallel to~h.

B

≥ l2
3

≥ l2
3

ǫ1

ǫ2

~x

~x+ ~h

= l1
3
≥ m1

Figure 37:ξ is periodic on the infinite bandW .

LetY be any infinite band on whichξ is periodic and such that if~z and~z+~u lie

on opposite parts of the band, then|u1| > m1 or |u2| > m2. Consider the closest

line L′ wich is parallel to~h but is not contained inY . Without loss of generality,

we can assume thatL′ lies belowY . If L′ is periodic with period~h, then we can

definitely adjoin it toY to obtain a wider band that satisfies the same conditions.

If, on the other hand, there exists some~z ∈ L′ with ξ(~z) 6= ξ(~z + ~h), let us

consider thel1 × l2 patternC appearing in~z. We claim that for each appearance

of C on L′, every actual translation vector ofC is parallel to~h. Indeed, let us

suppose that for some appearance ofC on L′, there exists an actual translation

vector~y = (y1, y2) of this appearance ofC that is not parallel to~h. Let us suppose

thaty2 > 0. Then,~z + ~y and~z + ~h+ ~y both belong inY . Indeed,~z and~z + ~h lie

on one side of the band and, since|~y| ≤ ~m, our assumption aboutY indicates that

~z + ~y and~z + ~h + ~y cannot lie on the other side. Hence, they must be inY . But
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then, Lemma 12 and the fact thatY is periodic with period~h imply that

ξ(~z) = ξ(~z + ~y) = ξ(~z + ~y + ~h) = ξ(~z + ~h),

which is a contradiction with our initial assumption. Ify2 < 0, then the same

argument works by replacing~z+~y and~z+~h+~y by~z−~y and~z+~h−~y, respectively.

Therefore, we have proved that for every appearance ofC onL′, every actual

translation vector is parralel to~h. This means thatL′ is contained in an infinite

band on whichξ is periodic with periodn~h, for some integern ≥ 1 with n~h ≤ ~m.

Since there are finitely many suchn, we may take their least common multiple

M . Then,ξ is periodic onW ∪ L′ with periodM~h andM is independent from

Y, L′ andC.

M~h is a period ofξ. Indeed, for every~x ∈ Z2, we can extendW as many

times as needed in order to obtain a band that contains~x on whichξ is periodic

with periodM~h. Then,ξ(~x) = ξ(~x+M~h).

Y

~z
~z + ~h

L′

~z + ~h+ ~y
~z + ~y

Figure 38: Expanding the infinite bandY .

5.2 Other open problems

5.2.1 Periodic points ford-D CA

Question 1. Does a surjective, almost equicontinuousd-D CA have dense peri-

odic points?

In 1-D , the answer is positive, see [BT00] . However, the proof uses the

characterization of almost equicontinuous CAs in terms of blocking words, so it

cannot be generalized to greater dimensions.
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5.2.2 Entropy of1-D and 2-D CA

In section 2.3, we gave a recursion theoretic characterization of the class of num-

bers that can be the topological entropy of ad-D CA, for d ≥ 3. Is this char-

acterization also true in the1-D and2-D case? What else can we say about the

topological entropy of1-D and2-D CA?

Question 2. Is it true that a number is the topological entropy of a1-D or 2-D

CA if and only if it is thelim inf of a recursive sequence of numbers?

We note that the topological entropy of CAs is uncomputable even in the1-D

case, see [HKC92].

5.2.3 Openness and number of preimages

Theorem 22. LetG : SZ → SZ be a1-D CA. The following are equivalent:

1. G is open.

2. There existsp ≥ 1 such that|G−1(x)| = p for everyx ∈ SZ.

3. There exist continuous functionsf1, f2, . . . , fp : SZ → SZ such that

G−1(x) = {f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fp(x)} andfi(x) 6= fj(x) for everyx ∈ SZ

and everyi 6= j.

The set of functions{f1, f2, . . . , fp} is called across-section.

For a proof, see [Kur03, Hed69]. Again, the proof of this theorem makes ex-

tensive use of notions and results that are exclusive to the1-D case. Can Theorem

22 be generalized to higher dimensions? The answer is negative as the following

example shows.

Let F1 be an open, non-injective1-D CA, for example the CA induced by the

xor function. Then, according to Theorem 22, every pointx ∈ SZ has exactly

p preimages, wherep > 1. Let F be the2-D CA that works by applyingF1 on

every line of the plane independently. Obviously,F is open and|G−1(c)| = ∞

for everyc ∈ SZ
2
.

Hence, in greater dimensions we cannot have a result as strong as Theorem

22. However, the following questions deserve some attention:

Question 3.Does there exists an opend-D CAG : SZ
d

→ SZ
d

and pointsc1, c2 ∈

SZ
d

such that|G−1(c1)| = k1, |G−1(c2)| = k2 andk1 6= k2?
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Question 4.Does there exists an opend-D CAG : SZ
d

→ SZ
d

and pointsc1, c2 ∈

SZ
d

such that|G−1(c1)| <∞ and|G−1(c2)| = ∞?

5.2.4 Decidability of positive expansiveness

Question 5. Given a1-D CA G, can we algorithmically decide whetherG is

(positively) expansive?

Stricly speaking, this question does not concern dimension-sensitive proper-

ties of CAs. However, since the decidability status of almostevery other dynamic

property has been settled and expansive CAs seem to be a peculiarity of 1-D, this

problem fits in this list.

For an investigation on the general properties of positively expansive CAs, see

[BM97, Nas02, Kur97].

5.2.5 Relations betweenG,GF andGP

Recall the definition ofGF andGP given in Chapter 2.

Question 6. 1. If GP is injective, isGF surjective?

2. If GF is surjective, isGP also surjective?

3. If G is surjective, isGP also surjective?

If G is a 1-D CA, the answer to all questions is positive, see [Kar05]. For

higher-dimensional CAs, the answer is currently unkwown.

5.2.6 Sofic shifts and entropy of their covers

In section 3.2 we proved that for everyd-D sofic shiftT and everyǫ > 0 there

exists a SFT coverS of T with h(S) < h(T ) + ε.

Question 7. Does everyd-D sofic shift have a cover of equal entropy?

The answer for the1-D case is positive, see [CP75].
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5.2.7 A problem on direct products of SFTs

Conjecture 2. LetX,Y ⊆ SZ
d

be subshifts. IfX × Y is conjugate to a full shift,

then some powers ofX andY are conjugate to full shifts, too.

The above conjecture arose in the study of reversible CAs. Ford = 1 it is

true. If it is true for higher dimensions too, then everyd-D reversible CAs can be

described as a composition of block permutations, see [Kar96].
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